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The daily report is typically a document prepared by staff to provide to their supervisors. A standard report contains details on how to spend your working day including any achievements or challenges they faced. If a specific project is underway, the daily report serves the purpose of updating the chairman
on the project situation. Often, the report also outlines plans for the following working day. A daily report updates a leader or team manager on an on-the-go project. It should provide an overview describing each member's tasks and progress. This saves time for a daily meeting, but still allows the project
to stay on track and keeps the manager well informed. Reports are often more affordable than a daily conversation. It is also an effective way to find out which tasks are finished so the project manager can distribute new tasks with caution. Daily reports may also be used when it comes time to assess
staff. A manager can look at a series of reports to determine how fast and efficient the work ended during a major project. Since this type of report is written every day, it is typically short and summarized, and only refers to the activities and successes of a particular working period. Details about tasks
completing any resources that were used how much time each task was spent what was done that day were any problems that day this example of the details of the daily report working on a team project that included the creation of a new staff training program for first aid and CPR. Reports for March 27,
2018 determine the available space for training programs. Contact three different outside first aid and CPR instructors. Pending pricing. Made a list of possible educational dates based on the company calendar. The staff were divided into six groups of 15 years each for educational purposes. Training for
everyone may be too expensive. Do not know more when I receive pricing. The alternative idea is to assign a smaller group to learn these methods. If this is necessary, I suggest that five people on each floor of the building receive training.  Safe pricing determines how many people are funded to get
training setting the training date this is a very short project, and the task will likely take only three to five days to complete. However, this hidden report keeps the manager up to speed up the progress of an important new application for the company. Less than 10 pages long, a small report gives readers
clear and hidden information. Written in the form of notes, a small report is primarily intended for internal use in a company. You can use a small report to describe a business plan or proposal, strategic plan, marketing plan or financial plan. Although the content and terminology will vary from report to
report, the basic structure is the same: table of contents, introductions, discussions, Recommendations and appendixes. Meet your administrator or client to determine which issues should be addressed in the report and ask for any background documents or other support materials. Arrange interviews or
meet the right people in your office. Use the Internet to obtain additional information for your report. Create a table of content before writing a report. Visualize the actual report and organize the information in sequence. The table simplified the contents of the writing process and provides a step-by-step
template for reporting. Write the introduction. Usually a paragraph during the introduction expresses the objectives and key issues of the report. Although the introduction contains background information, it does not summarize the rest of the report. Provide details about the research methodology used
and how information is collected in the discussion section of the report. Organize your information using the right headings and sub-headings. This section is the longest and most complex part of the report and contains data leading to your conclusions and recommendations. Offer at least two alternative
solutions to the problem or problem and discuss the merits and weaknesses of each. Whenever possible, use the facts and figures collected during your investigation. Summarize the findings in the conclusion section. Remind the reader of the main objectives of the report and the main competencies and
weaknesses of possible solutions. Pave the way for recommendations. Provide your solution and provide reasons for your choice in the Recommendations section. If you offer both short-term and long-term recommendations, clearly state all the implications. Includes any charts, tables or detailed research
materials reported in the Appendix section. If you've ever read the assembly manual or agent of a new purchase and you're more confused than when you started, you're not alone. Technical writing can be difficult for even the most seasoned professionals. However, when writing a technical report, it is
important to include, clarify and concise the relevant topic and organize your information so that the reader can easily understand it. People generally write technical reports when they have done some kind of research and have to present the results to a certain audience. This research may be field
research - surveys, interviews and observations - or book research. Regardless of the type of research you have conducted, it will not be able to share all the information you have collected. In some recommendations on writing a technical report, Alan Shirman of the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County, suggests that your report should focus on significant findings that suggest the subject of your research is interesting and important. You should also include elements such as research design and If necessary. People don't read technical reports for flowery language or images. Instead people read
technical reports because they are looking for a certain type of information. Be clear when you write your report. Think about your audience and your goal, and write in a way that best allows readers to understand what you're trying to communicate. For example, if you know a lot of people who speak
English as a second language read their report, avoid stereotypes and idies. Whenever possible, to the point, cut words, sentences and paragraphs you don't have to report the information you collected. The organization is critical in technical reports. Whether you're writing an article on how to make or a
workplace financial report, insoluble information can make it hard for readers to use that information. Audience and purpose greatly affect how you organize your report. What your audience already know about the topic will determine whether you need to include background information before the feature.
If the purpose of your report is to justify the use of money or advocate for action that needs to be taken, put an end to the proposal or appeal and organize your reporting body around your support for the action. People writing how to type parts need to make sure that the steps are placed in a proper
arrangement, when. Since informational technical reports often reveal the results of research, you may cite other people's ideas in your texts. Whether you quote or paraphrasing these resources, you need to credit them by citing them. If you are writing your report for work, foot or endnote may be
recommended for this citation. However, if you are writing reports for your school, teacher or professor usually needs to use existing citation styles, such as the Modern Language Association or the American Psychological Association style. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily
newsletter! September 13, 2019 Target (1) This revised transition in IRM 4.10.8, review returns, writes reports. Material changes (1) significant changes in this IRM are listed in the table below. Effect on other IRM documents 4.10.8, dated April 5, 2017, supersed. This IRM includes applicable content from
the NHQ-01-1115-0001 Interim Guidance Note, a revision of the fax use policy on taxpayer submissions, dated November 19, 2015. Audience Small Business/Self-Employed (SB/SE) Examination-Field, Specialty Examination, Large Business &amp; International (LB&amp;I) and Tax-Exempt/Government
Entities (TEGE) Examiners. Effective Date (09-13-2019) Maha H. Williams Director, Field Examination and Campus Small Business Policy/Self-Employed Se:S:E:HQ:EFCP Target. This IRM section includes guidelines for preparing audit reports. In addition to basic reporting writing methods, this IRM
offers details about Preparing corrected reports and discussing issues that require special reports and forms. It also provides guidelines for some item closure requirements. Audience. These methods apply to examiners in SB/SE Examination-Field, Specialty Examination, LB&amp;I, and TE/GE. policy
owner . Manager, Test – Discipline and Campus Policy, which is under the director, the headquarters test. program owner . General field examination processes (FEGP) under the director, examination – field and campus policy. Contact information. To recommend changes or make any other proposals
relating to this IRM section, look at IRM 1.11.6.6, providing feedback on the IRM sector - outside of clearance. This IRM provides tips for reporting that examiners must understand and apply to the performance of their tasks. Under the law, the Service has the authority to conduct examinations under Title
26, Internal Revenue Code, Subtitle F – Procedure and Administration, Chapter 78, Liability Discovery and Title Enforcement, Subchapter A, Examination and Inspection, which includes, but is limited to, the following sections: IRC: IRC 7602, review of books and witnesses IRC 7605, time and place of
examination procedures to exercise examination authority on 26 CFR 601.105, procedural regulation statement available. The director, Test Headquarters, is responsible for providing policy and guidance for SB/SE test staff and ensuring the continued use of policies, procedures and tax law to the effect
of the Tax Office while protecting taxpayer rights. For more information, see IRM 1.1.16.3.5, Headquarters Examination. Admin, Test - Field and Campus Policy, Report to the Manager, Test Headquarters, and responsible for the delivery of policy and guidance that affects the field and campus review
process. For more information, see IRM 1.1.16.3.5.1, Field and Campus Policy. General Field Examination Processes (FEGP), which is under the director, examination - field and campus policy, is a group responsible for providing policy and procedural guidance on standard examination processes to
field staff. SEE IRM 1.1.16.3.5.1.1, GENERAL FIELD EXAM PROCESSES, FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. Examiners are responsible for complying with the Taxpayer's Bill of Rights, including the right to inform taxpayers about IRS decisions about their tax accounts. The examiner must ensure that
taxpayers receive clear explanations of the results by issuing examination reports and letters identifying (if any) tax amounts due to, interest, additional sums, additions to taxes and assessable penalties. Examiners and their managers should be fully familiar with their reporting writing methods and
information contained in this IRM, as well as other Like those listed in IRM 4.10.8.1.7, related resources, below. Reports have come from a variety of sources including the Audit Information Management System (AIMS, AIMS - Centralized Information System (A-CIS),and test efficiency control system
(ERCS) databases. These reports provide timely and reliable information to the headquarters and field examination. There are various reports designed to meet the needs of the group or performance. Additional information can be found on IRM 4.4.27, reports; IRM 4.7.6, report; And IRM 1.4.40.5,
monitoring the report overview. Periodic program reviews are conducted: assess the effectiveness of specific programs within the examination or throughout the organization, determine whether procedures are being pursued, validate policies and procedures, and identify and share proven best/practices.
The table below contains a list of terms used throughout this IRM and their definitions. The table below lists acronyms used throughout this IRM and their definitions. Below are the primary sources of examiner's methods and guidelines for reporting writing: IRM 4.10.1, Overview of IRM 4.10.6 Examiner's
Responsibilities, IRM Penalty Considerations 4.10.7, IRM 4.10.9 Problem Resolution, IRM Filing System 4.10.10, Standard Paragraphs and Explanation of IRM 4.13.4 Settings, District Office (AO) IRM Examination 4.23.10, Report Writing Guide for Employment Tax Exams IRM 4.23.22, Hiring Discredited
Tax Methods Case IRM 4.24.20, Excise Tax Report Writing Guide IRM 4.25.6, Report Writing Guide for Real Estate and Gift Tax Examinations IRM 4.27.2, Bankruptcy, IRM Examiner Responsibilities 4 .31.2, TEFRA Exams - Field Of Procedures My Office Remote Control 4.31.5, Investor Level Control
Statute (ILSC) Exams - Field Procedures Irm Office 4.36, Joint Committee on IRM Methods 4.46.6, Work Images and IRM Resource Reports 20.1 , Punishable BY IRM Handbook 20.2, useful information can be found on the following websites for: writing reports on S companies at TEFRA at cCP former
part communications in disclosure of on joint committee claims, commutations and . Examiners are responsible for ensuring that audit reports are properly prepared and issued. Following Overview of audit reports, discussions about reporting preparation and issuance, and guidance on examining issues
should be considered after the report is issued. Audit reports serve several important purposes. Therefore, examiners should take all necessary steps to ensure the accuracy of the report. Audit reports: Protect taxpayers' right to be notified. Audit reports shall contain all necessary information to ensure a
clear understanding of the adjustments and identify sums (if any) of taxes due, interest, additions to taxes, and assessable penalties. Serve as the basis for evaluation and practice of collection. Reports (unlike work images) are legally binding documents. Notice of tax liability for interest suspension
purposes. IRC 6404(g) provides for interest suspension when the Service fails to provide timely and adequate notice of tax liability. For example, Form 4549 is sufficiently informed if it contains an explanation of each setting. Treas. Reg. 301.6404–4(a)(7)(i). See IRM 4.10.8.15.13, which addresses
required for IRC 6404(g). The type of audit report that a examiner prepares depends on the outcome of the examination. For example, reports are prepared for the following types of items: unchanged and unrese ltd. (IRM 4.10.8.3) regular agreement (IRM 4.10.8.4) except agreed (IRM 4.10.8.8.4) 4) 5)
Partial agreement (IRM 4.10.8.6 Unagreed (IRM 4.10.8.12 and IRM 4.10.8.13) This section includes general guidance for preparing income tax reports. Other sections in this IRM contain specific guidance for reports for each type of item (as such, unchanged, agreed, etc.) Are. Form 4549 is the basic
reporting form for most individual and corporate income tax cases. Form 4549 has a place for taxpayers(s) to sign and includes consent to assessment and language collection. See IRM 4.10.8.4.1 for instructions for preparing Form 4549. Form 4549-A, reporting changes to the Income Tax Review
(Unagreed and except agreed), has no place for taxpayers(s) to sign, and is suitable for no changes, no agreements, except agreed, fully authorized claims for refunds, and discounted items. If Form 4549-A is issued in an irreconcilable or partially agreed case, the examiner is normally prepared and
submitted Form 870, waiveing restrictions on assessing and collecting shortfalls in taxes and accepting excessive assessments, to the taxpayer to request consent to the assessment. Reporting production software (RGS) is required to generate all income tax review reports (excluding LB&amp;I agents
using BNA software) and to enter all the data needed to check the Operational Automation Database (EOAD). EOAD is designed to allow tracking examination settings by related issue and cause. This data helps identify specific areas of dis-complicity based on examination reports. View IRM 4.10.16,
Operational Examination Database (EOAD). Methods of using RGS in reporting can be found in the RGS User Guide, Educational Materials, and IRM 4.10.15, Generation Reports Software (RGS). See IRM 4.10.8.18 to learn more about the use of RGS. The examiner should review progress and discuss
potential issues with taxpayers and/or representatives at frequent intervals during examinations. See IRM 4.10.7.5, proposing adjustments to taxpayers and/or representatives, for guidance on time and manner for issuing reports on both administrative and field exams. Whenever possible, the examiner
should discuss the audit report with the taxpayer and/or the representative at a face-to-face meeting, in front of the postal report. When a report is made, the examiner must prepare and issue the appropriate letter for the transfer of the report and inform the taxpayer of their review and rights process (e.b.
4121, letter 915, letter 950, letter 5153, etc.). See irm 4.10.8.2.3.1 below for additional guidance on preparing and issuing letters. In general, for cases of deficiency, TCOs issue letter 915 with the first report (individually or by post). For a joint return, IRM 4.10.1.2.2.1, follow separate notice requirements,
to determine whether the report should be issued separately or not. In general, a qualified representative is not allowed to receive any notices or other written communications required or authorized to be given to the taxpayer in the matter relating to the taxpayer, as directed in Form 2848, the lawyers and
the representative declaration, or Form 8821, the tax information license. Before issuing an audit report, the examiner must investigate the Centralized Authorization File (CAF) on IDRS to ensure that taxpayers have not submitted a new Form 2848 or Form 8821 through channels other than the examiner.
For more detailed information on how electronic correspondence is when POA is involved, see IRM 4.11.55.2.9, Notifications and Communications. View IRM 4.10.1.3.3, written communications to the taxpayer representative, for guidance including preparation and issuance of letter 937, transitional letter
for lawyers. Letters are sent to taxpayers (and their authorized representatives) to pass on reports, explain existing appeal rights and inform taxpayers of the status of the examination. Examiners must follow the guidance in IRM 4.10.1.3.2, written communications, when preparing letters. Staff contact
information should be included in all correspondence sent to the taxpayer. For help, see IRM 4.10.1.2.2.2, staff contact information. Examiners mostly prepare letters that are issued from the group or by CCP; For example, examiners are prepared, but do not sign or date, letters sent by the group
administrator and letters closed by the CCP on behalf of the appropriate administrator (based on their agent) The type of letter (such as initial call, 30 days, closing, etc.) and the required signature (such as, examiner, group manager, district manager, etc.) determine how to complete the signature block.
For example: Letter 692, requesting additional findings, is signed by the examiner, so the signature block is completed with the name, title and signature of the examiner. The 30-day letters discussed in IRM 4.10.8.12.1, must be signed by the Group Director per SBSE 4.55 Board Order, the authority to
sign thirty-day letters. Therefore, the signature block on the 30-day letters must contain the name, title and signature of the group administrator. Office Examination 1912, follow-up letter transfer exam report, not 30-day letter. It is signed by the examiner and the signature block is completed with the name,
title and signature of the examiner. The closing of the letters is by CCP or TS, indicating that the examination was closed after admission by the area administrator (or comparable level of management). For example, Letter 590, the final letter unchanged and the 987 letter, the change in the agreed income
tax, let the taxpayer know that the report has been reviewed and accepted. So the signature block is completed with the name and title of the area manager (or comparable level of management) and signed by the group administrator on behalf of the area manager (or comparable level of management). In
general, letters issued at the group level can be digitally signed providing procedures in IRM 4.10.1.4.4, digital signature, followed. Letters, forms and other documents issued to the taxpayer and/or representative must contain a graphical image of the signatory's handwritten signature. View IRM 4.4.7.2.1,
Initiator Responsibilities, for information on how to mention Form 3198, pay special attention to the processing handling examined, to provide CCP with instructions for mailing closing letters. To close the letters, examiners must prepare the envelope to the taxpayer and, if applicable, to the POA.
Envelopes must contain the examiner's return address, and must be included in the file in applicable letters. If electronics are closed as non-deliverable after an item, follow the procedure in IRM 4.4.7.4, the email is non-deliverable. Publications sent to taxpayers should always agree with the areas listed



in the letter to avoid confusion. Publications on IRS.gov not be submitted to a representative or appointed taxpayer. For more information, see IRM 4.10.1.3.3, written communications to the taxpayer representative. Section 3504 of P.L. 106-206 (RRA '98) requires the service to include an explanation of
the review and collection process, as well as information about the assistance of taxpayer advocates with each first letter of proposed shortfall, which allows taxpayers a chance to Review at the IRS Appeals Office. Pub 3498, The Examination Process, is used for this purpose. The following procedures
should follow: Pub 3498 must be presented with the first examination report that is given to the taxpayer, and with all 30-day letters. Pub 3498 does not have to be re-issued to the same taxpayer with reports for the same tax periods then submitted to the first report (as meaning, correction and
supplementary reports) unless they are issued with a 30-day letter. Pub 3498 is not included without reporting a change, with the exception of no changes to the settings report when adjustments impact other tax years. This section provides public guidance for requesting payment, receiving executed audit
reports, and closing files within established timeframes based on taxpayer responses to issued reports. Examiners must follow IRM 4.20.3, a payment request, which provides instructions to use the interview-row approach to request payments, provide source levy information, coordinate with collection,
and process payments received in cases of shortages. When the taxpayer has filed or is preparing for the bankruptcy file, the examiner must refer to IRM 4.27.2, bankruptcy, examiner's responsibilities, for guidance on the payment request. Taxpayers, after receiving an audit report, may pay the shortfall
immediately. Employees examination form 3244-A, pay send coupons - examination, and transfer the form along with payment as ordered in IRM 4.4.24.2, Form 3244-A. Attach a copy of form 3244-A in the form of tax returns. Instead of paying taxes, taxpayers may offer a deposit of 6603. See IRM
20.2.4.8.2, IRC 6603 Deposit for detailed explanation of the IRC 6603 dissinity and its effect on interest. View IRM 4.4.24, aims method and processing instructions, payments and remittances, for information and instructions on payments and remittances, including preparation of Form 3244-A. to pay
$100,000 or more following IRM 4.4.24.8, pay $100,000 or more, to ensure timely processing. Reports and waivers are considered executions when taxpayers sign them. Forms executed must reflect the date received by the IRS. The agreement signed or waiver stops running from interest 30 days from
the date of receiving if the assessment and notice for payment is not made within 30 days. IRM 20.2.7.9, IRC 6601(c), Suspension of Interest on Deficsies, for additional information and examples. The examiner shall not require a date received in agreements and date waivers, with the following exception:
agreements and waivers received by irs EEFax (versus a traditional fax machine) do not require an additional date stamp if the agreement is printed or the waiver includes a date stamp produced that is acceptable and true. The IRS can accept consent for additional tax assessments (as such, Form 4549
or Form) And taxpayers closing the agreement include any amount of tax by fax. For agreements received by faxes, the examiner must: Document Form 9984, checking the officer's activity history, including contact with taxpayers, contact dates, and taxpayers providing consent for additional tax
assessments by fax. Document the origin of the agreement received by EEFax by saving an electronic or hard copy of the incoming email in the case file. Ensure case 416 on Form 5344, record closing examination, includes 1 if a fax agreement is received. For processing as agreed, reports and waivers
for common returns require the signature of both spouses (or authorized power of attorney(s), if applicable), unless the shortfall is fully paid as discussed in the following paragraph. When the full payment is not received, and only one spouse signs a report or waiver, unrererepresed procedures apply to
the spouse not signing the contract. In addition, the agreed spouse's account should be evaluated using MFT 31 methods. See IRM 4.10.8.12.3. Examiners may process a case as agreed without an agreed form implemented if full payments are not received specifically as deposit 6603 in response to the
proposed shortfall (taxes and penalties), and there is no evidence taxpayers intend to object to the scheme. See IRM 4.4.12.5.18.3, pay in Lieu, to complete Form 5344 when the payment is accepted instead of the signature agreement. The disposal code 08 is used, and the date of agreement has not
been entered; In general, cases must be closed from the group within the following timeframes: 10 days to shut down files for agreed or unchanged exams - received from the first date of the report or the status of change is not communicated to the taxpayer, 20 days for the case closure for unconnected
examinations - from the default date of the 30-day letter or the appeals conference request from the taxpayer, 4 days to close the case for the agreement High dollar unpaid shortages or over-evaluated items - see IRM 4.4.18, big dollar cases, for more information. This section includes procedures to close
an item when the examination does not lead to any adjustments, or there are settings that do not lead to any additional liability. ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡
≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ ≡ . After completing a string or office examination resulting in no (Disposal Act 02), the examiner will prepare and present an unchanged letter to the taxpayer(s) and, if applicable, to the taxpayer representative. The following unchanged letters
advise taxpayers that no change has been proposed but the determination is subject to review: Letter 3401, without changing the transitional letter report, or letter 3401-S, passing through the entity without changing the transitional letter (non-TEFRA) letter 3401-S is used to transfer reports unchanged to
non-TEFRA, Fiduciaries, S-corporations and interest-charged domestic international sales companies when there is no change in any case in the return of the entity (Disposal Code 01 or 02). See IRM 4.31.2, TEFRA Examinations Field Office Procedures, for additional reporting preparation tips and
letters are issued by examiners, TEFRA Field Coordinator and/or Tefra Campus Function (CTF). The IRM also provides a special notice for the processing of examinations, in TEFRA examinations, to complete Form 3198. The examiner must produce an unchanged report using RGS and make it
available to the taxpayer, and, if applicable, represent the taxpayer, at the end of the examination. The Other Information or Statements section of the report shall include a statement Subject unchanged to the approval of the district administrator, district manager, or field operations manager. The
examiner must prepare the 590 unscheduled letter, without changing the final letter (or letter 992, unchanged, for Form 1120-S, U.S. income tax return for an S corporation, Form 1065, return on U.S. partnership income, or Form 5500, annual return/employee benefit plan report), it signed by the group
manager, and put it in the case when the case of the group is closed. Letter 590 (or Letter 992) is issued by the CCP and declares to the taxpayer that the report has been reviewed and accepted. In Form 3198, check the blocks of unchanged letters and 590 letters or 992 letters in the Letter Instructions
section for CCP. Re-opening procedures do not apply if subsequent changes are required before letter 590 or letter 992 is issued. An unchanged report may be acceptable documentation to verify a duplicate audit instead of letter 590 (or letter 992) if the transaction code on the transcript of the report is
verified without changing the taxpayer. The examiner must research IDRS using the IMFOLZ or BMFOLZ command code, which will showcase the results of the last two audits. This command code will show unchanged problem codes, also known as IMF problem codes, disposal codes and any deficiency
amounts. Unchanged issue codes can be found using the link in Form 5344 - Item 41, unchanged/IMF article code number on the MySB/SE website. This section contains procedures for review that lead to adjustments that do not change taxpayer responsibility in the year under review and No other tax
year affects. In cases where the results of the review are reviewed in settings but there is no change to tax liability in the year examined and there is no impact to any other tax year(s), it is still important to inform the taxpayer of the adjustments so taxpayers treat the issue(s) properly when filing the case
the following year. For adjustments or items affecting the tax year before or after, follow the procedures applicable to IRM 4.10.8.3.3. After completing a string or office examination resulting in no change with the settings (Disposal Code 01), and there is no impact to other tax years, the examiner will be
prepared and submitted a letter 3402-A, change/no change of transitional report - the settings do not affect other tax years, to the taxpayer(s) and, if applicable, to represent the taxpayer. The 3402-A letter advises taxpayers that it is proposed unchanged with settings but can be reviewed. Since there is no
tax liability, it is not necessary to secure a taxpayer-agreed agreement. No changes with reporting method settings do not apply to participation or S Corporation exams. The examiner must produce an agreed report using RGS and make it available to the taxpayer, and, if applicable, represent the
taxpayer, at the end of the examination. The examiner must prepare the unscheduled letter 1156, change, the final unchanged letter, sign it by the group administrator, and put it in the file file when the file is closed from the group. Letter 1156 is issued by the CCP, announcing to the taxpayer that the
report has been reviewed and accepted. In Form 3198, check the blocks of unchanged letters and letter 1156 in the Letter Instructions section for CCP. If subsequent changes are required before letter 1156 is issued, procedures with re-opening are not applied. If the test leads to adjustments that do not
change the responsibility of the taxpayer in the year examined but the impact of the other tax year(s) being filed or the tide, the examination should be extended to include other tax year(s). If extending the examination to other tax-affected years leads to tax liability, follow the procedure in IRM 4.10.8.3.4. If
the review is extended to another tax year(s), there is no tax liability in any of the other tax year(s), and taxpayers agree to make adjustments, the examiner must: prepare and deliver letter 3402, change/change the transitional report - the impact adjustments of other tax years, to the taxpayer(s) and, if
applicable to the taxpayer's representative. Letter 3402 advises taxpayers that no changes to the settings suggested but can be reviewed. Generate an agreed report using RGS and present it to the taxpayer and, if applicable, to the taxpayer representative, at the conclusion of the review. The examiner
must make taxpayer signatures since there are adjustments to return(s) and they are safe Other tax years(s). Close the file to CCP using the 01 disposal code. The examiner must prepare the unscheduled letter of 1156, signed by the group administrator, and put it in the file when the file is closed from the
group. Letter 1156 is issued by the CCP, announcing to the taxpayer that the report has been reviewed and accepted. Preparing Form 5346, reporting examination information, and submitting to Planning and Special Programs (PSP), if the results of the review are in settings that impact other tax years is
not yet due to be filed. See IRM 4.10.5.14, Form 5346, Examination Information Report, for information on form preparation. If there is no shortage without changing with the adjustments to check the impact of other tax years, and taxpayers do not agree to the adjustments, it is possible to offer them the
opportunity to go on appeal. In general, cases considered by appeals include a disputed tax liability. However, the appellate will consider cases that do not have immediate tax consequences but may have an impact on tax liability of the year(s) that have not been investigated. View IRM 8.1.1.3.2, without
immediate tax consequences. If taxpayers request an appeals conference, the examiner must follow the procedures of the 30-day letter at IRM 4.10.8.12 (SB/SE examiner), or IRM 4.10.8.13 (LB&amp;I examiner). Settings made to carry NOL, or timing issues such as depreciation. When a multi-year
review leads to both changes and no year-on-year changes(s), the examiner must prepare a separate report for years without changes(s), depending on the unchanged type, as meaning, without the adjustments affecting other tax years, etc. See IRM 4.10.8.3.1 via IRM 4.10.8.3.3. See IRM 4.10.8.7 for
procedures for closing items that include at least one agreement/no year change and one year unagreed. The following form letters have been issued as changed notification letters: 590 letters – closing thesis without changing items without settings; Letter 992 - Thesis for non-TEFRA flow through
institutions; Letter 3401 – no adjustments impact taxpayer liability or other tax periods; Letter 3401-S - no settings impact taxpayer liability or other tax periods (non-TEFRA flows through entities); Letter 3402 – Taxpayer Liability Impact Adjustments from Other Tax Periods; Letter 3402-A - Adjustments are
not the impact of taxpayer responsibility from other tax periods. For TEFRA participation cases the following form letters are issued as changed notification letters: Letter 1864 – more than 45 days from the date in the last letter 1787; Letter 2064 – more than 45 days since the beginning of administrative
proceedings for past participation; or mail 2621 – no settings. For non-closed file items without reporting an examination, the following form letters are issued No change of notification letters: Letter 2769 – unofficial return accepted as filed and non-filer does not have reasonable cause for non-file; Or letter
2778 - returned as accepted and no penalties stated. For cases without changes without settings, RGS issue codes are unchanged in Form 5344 of the issues created and without changing the population. Enter the disposal code in the appropriate line of Form 5344 as: 01 - unchanged with 02 settings -
regularly unchanged 07 - Appeal Area Combat (CZ) area designated in the executive order by the President of the United States. Certain taxpayers are provided with tax relief in a combat area and require special processing. In general, when it is determined that an examination is underway on taxpayers
in a combat area, the case should be unchanged. Combat area information can be found at various locations in the IRM as well as Release 3, the Armed Forces Tax Guide. Examiners may visit IRM 25.6.1.1.10.2.9.6, Combat Zone, and IRM Expo 4.4.1–3, Combat Zone, for more information. When it is
common or obvious knowledge that taxpayers are fighting in the area, oral testimony is acceptable to show that taxpayers are entitled to the area fighting special tax treatment. When it is not common knowledge or obvious that taxpayers are combat area personnel, written proof, such as a copy of military
or civilian orders or a statement issued by the Department of Defense (DoD) attests that the jurisdiction of the combat zone is met, it is acceptable. A signed statement secured by the taxpayer or contacted, such as a spouse or lawyer, may be as plausible proof when a copy of military or civilian orders or
a DOD statement is not readily available. In addition, the IRS may have al previously identified taxpayers as combat area personnel by entering Ice C in Master File. For more information about Master File Identification, see also IRM 4.19.13.21, Combat Zone. In accordance with IRC 7508, field
examiners are instructed to conduct any examinations on taxpayers deployed to a combat zone. In addition, on-site examinations involving any person identified as combat area personnel should be closed immediately, unless the criteria under compelling reasons (discussed below) are determined to
exist. Unresolved items should be checked using the disposal code 31 - check before assignment. Open cases where books and records have not been reviewed should be reviewed using the 32-poll disposal code after assignment. A letter must be sent to the taxpayer to get the scheduled
appointment/examination letter back. Attach a copy of the letter to the tax return. The following verb will be appropriate: Internal Revenue Code Section 7508 requires us to suspend all activity in your examination. It was your examination. For the tax year ______. Once the books and records have been
reviewed, close the file as unchanged using the 02 disposal code unless the file is located in the status code 90. Files must be closed as unchanged even if a signed report has been received. Includes image documents working appropriately of the use of combat area requirements. If the 30-day letter has
been issued/signed, let the taxpayer know that the report is being withered back. See the file using unchanged methods. Includes appropriate documents working image of the use of the requirements of the IRC 7508 combat zone. For cases where a shortage notice has been issued, a supplemental
report should be prepared to reduce the shortfall to zero and the unchanged report issued to the taxpayer. Rescue procedures should not be used because this requires taxpayer consent. If there are compelling reasons to continue the examination (discussed below), notice must be suspended with the
approval of the district manager or his design. Examiners may use the following criteria to determine when to postpone the examination instead of applying the survey or policy unchanged, in an examination involving combat area personnel. This authority shall not be delegated below the level of the
Director of territory. There is a compelling reason to continue the examination when there is one of the following: there is evidence of fraud, colluding, collusion, concealing or misguiding reality; Designated or determined taxes result in excessive payments to taxpayers in such circumstances - issuing
refunds immediately. Once there are compelling reasons, send a letter to the taxpayer informing them that the examination action will stop until after they return from the combat area. Inform taxpayers that the service's deadline for tax assessments will be extended. Also, inform taxpayers that his deadline
for taking certain measures with the service will also be extended (as such, filling out any return on income, property, or gift taxes; paying any income, property, or gift taxes; filling a claim for credit or refunding any taxes). In general, the courses are extended for 180 days after the taxpayer's last day in a
combat area/qualified hazardous duty zone (or the last day that he has introductory services outside the combat area/qualified hazardous duty zone). In addition to 180 days, the deadline is extended by the number of days that were left in each period for action when taxpayers entered the
combat/qualified area of the dangerous duty zone; as such, the period for a person's file Tax returns generally run from January 1 to April 15. See Pastor Roll 76-425, 1976-2 c.B 447. You may refer taxpayers to Publication 3, the Armed Forces Tax Guide, for details. For internal guidance, look at IRM
25.6.1.1.10.2.9.6, combat zone. Request that taxpayers notify the IRS when returning from combat duty. These should be stopped using the AIMS 38 status code. Refer to IRM 4.8.2.11, suspension cases, for suspension procedure. This section contains instructions for preparing reports when taxpayers
agree with the responsibility suggested by the examiner. Some of the procedures specified in this section are except. See IRM 4.10.8.5.1. The agreed report is regularly designed to cover a three-year period and must provide adequate explanation (e.g. standard paragraph or lead sheet(s) as discussed in
IRM 4.10.8.12.4) to support the proposed setting(s). In general, regularly agreed reporting forms require taxpayer signatures and include a statement that the report is subject to acceptance by the district manager (or comparable level of management). Be very cautious in accepting waivers that taxpayers
have added writing other than their signature. If possible, the new waiver must be obtained only with taxpayer signatures. If that is not possible, all the facts will be obtained to determine the taxpayer's intentions. Probation statements will invalidate the waiver. Field examination: Letter 4121, an agreed
transitional examination report, can be used to email taxpayers a report when they have indicated an agreement to all settings. The date of response added to letter 4121 is determined by the examiner based on the facts and conditions of the case. When taxpayers do not respond to Letter 4121 within the
requested timeframe, the examiner must follow up with the taxpayer to determine whether unagreed case procedures should begin. Office examination: If there are 240 days or more left in the statute of limitations, generally letter 915, transfer of examination report, is used to issue both agreed and no
agreement reports. Update the ERCS action code to 04 to track in 15 calendar days. If the taxpayer does not respond within 15 days, the 1912 examiner's letter, follow-up letter transfer examination report, and update the ERCS code of practice to 07 will be prepared and issued for follow-up within 15
calendar days. If there are less than 240 days left on the statutes, follow the procedures in IRM 4.10.8.12.1(4). The authority to sign and issue 30-day letters (such as letter 915) is delegated to the group's managers. See SBSE Board Order 4.55, authority for signing thirty-day letters. Form 4549 is a
regularly agreed basic reporting form for individual and corporate cases. The instructions for preparing Form 4549 are specified below. Parts of the form in question are self-explanined. Name and ADDRESS - Enter Taxpayer name and address. When the item contains the decifted taxpayer, please
ensure that you correctly enter the name (see IRM 4.10.8.20.1). Taxpayer Identification Number - Use social security number (SSN) if the person also has employer identification number (EIN). On shared returns, check the master file to determine which SSN has been reviewed as the primary number for
years(s). The person with which the exam changes were discussed - enter the name of the person with which the changes were discussed. If a lawyer or company officer enters the title as well. Tax period — enters the tax year for which the column applies. For calendar, financial, and 52–53 years of the
week, show the end-of-year date (mm/dd/yyyyy). For a short time the date shows the beginning and end. Settings on earnings - list settings. Place brackets around the amount of dollars if adjusted to benefit taxpayers. If there are more than sixteen adjustments writing, page __ on line 1(a) and use Form
4549–B, report changes to the Income Tax Review, for the settings list. Tax revenue per return or as previously adjusted - enter the final figure calculated by the taxpayer on the last processed return or processed as calculations in the examiner's report before if applicable. If a mathematical error is
detected at the time of processing and corrected on campus, then the corrected shape must be input here. Cross or add words as needed to identify the shape that you are using. Correcting tax liability - identifying how taxes were calculated (tax table, tax rate plan, etc.), taxpayer filing status (complete for
individual returns only) and tax amounts. If additional taxes such as parental choice are applied to report interest and child dividends, taxes on the distribution of trust accumulation, taxes on mass-sum distributions, maximum taxes, etc., it will show on this line, and the appendix program shows the
calculations of the revised tax figure. Likewise, if the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) applies, appendix plans showing AMT calculations. Credits such as income credits obtained or withholding taxes and surplus credits do not include the FICA. Other taxes - include retaking taxes, self-employment taxes,
etc. Attach appropriate forms of calculation details. The alternative minimum tax is not included in this line. The total tax shown on return or as previously regulated - includes taxes per return plus any additional taxes assessed/abated as reflected in the transcript. Settings - Any changes to special fuels or
prepaying credits should be reflected in this line. The calculation of any changes must be attached to the agreed report. Penalties — IRC 6751(a) requires that punishments be identified by the name of the punishment, the IRC section under which the punishment is based imposed, and include
calculations of any penalties per notice (report) imposed penalties. Standard descriptions available in RGS are required to be used by all examiners. View IRM Expo 4.10.10-1, Index to Standard Description, and IRM Expo 4.10.10-2, Standard Description, for a list of standard explanations. If the penalty
cannot be calculated at the moment, place a star in the line value field and describe the calculation process in the other information section of Form 4549. IRC 6751(b) requires managerial approval to assess most penalties. Refer to IRM 20.1.5.2.3, regulatory approval of penalties - IRC 6751 procedural
requirements. Interest — IRC 7522 states that announcements (including the first proposed shortfall letter that allows taxpayers the opportunity to revise administrative reviews at the IRS Office and legally deficient notices) should describe the basis, and identify the sums (if any) of, taxes due, interest,
additional sums, additions to taxes, and assessable penalties included in such information. If a examiner is unable to calculate interest, such as a limited interest item, he/she must comment on the other information section of Form 4549. See IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4 for examples of comments for limited
interest cases. In general, IRC 7522 is satisfied if the notice or report includes the following statement: Interest, as provided by law, will be charged an unpaid amount until it is fully paid. Signature Examiner - Digital Signature is acceptable providing procedures in IRM 4.10.1.4.4, digital signature, followed.
Letters, forms and other documents issued to the taxpayer and/or representative must contain a graphical image of the signatory's handwritten signature instead of the signatory SEID. Form 9984 shall properly report the documents of actions relating to the delivery. When the report is issued make sure to
include: date(s) of notice(s), notice delivery procedure (as meaning, personal delivery, regular electronic, electronically certified), person(s) to whom notice(s) were delivered, items included in delivery (meaning, letter, report form, publications, etc.) a single report information of a completed form 4549 that
does not propose tax liability. It furnished information about taxpayers to taxpayers or others who need this information. This report should have labels only for information. Intelligence reports are usually provided in connection with compromise proposals and requests for information from headquarters
and other regional offices. Statements should be included in the Other Information section of the report if needed. Below are examples of situations that require a statement Clarify the results of the review: statements about modified or revised reports such as this report supersedes report dated ______;
References to attachments; Otherwise it is mentioned in the report. Includes the IRC section, the title of the penalty, and the amount of dollars; statements about the determination of the innocent spouse (IRM 25.15.6.10.1, pre-assessment determination and writing report); Statements about IRC 6404 (g)
(suspension of interest regulations) and the date on which notice was provided, when it applied (see IRM 4.10.8.15.13). Statements about the usability of IRC 6601 (d) for limited interest cases. For example, look at IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. Statements about the usable IRC 6621 (c) for corporate payments. See
IRM 20.2.5.8, large low-paying companies (LCU), for rules and requirements on applying this rate. IRC 6621 (c), formerly related to the interest on tax-incentive transactions (TMT), and was cancelled after December 31, 1989, for due-term returns (regardless of renewal). See IRM 20.2.5.9, Transaction
Incentive Tax (TMT) Interest, for usability of this 120% rate for returns with due date before January 1, 1990. Statements about the ability to apply an additional 50% interest component on negligence and fraud penalties submitted in IRC 6653 for tax returns due after December 31, 1981 and before
January 1, 1989. See IRM 20.2.5.3, interest on penalties and additions to taxes, for details on the ability to apply and compute this interest component. For returns due after December 31, 1988, this 50% additional interest component was cancelled. Form 4605, reviewing partnership changes, Fiduciaries,
S corporations and interest-charged domestic international sales companies, forms a basic report for use in these cases. Form 886–S, partners' shares of income, deductions and credits, and Form 886–X, shareholder shares of income, deductions and credits, forms used to identify partner and
shareholder level settings for each year in which changes in non-TEFRA exams are recommended. Form 886-Z, the income shares of TEFRA partners, must be printed only for the file. Reflects percentages That's not in form 886-S or Form 886-X. See IRM 4.31.2, TEFRA Exams - Field Office
Procedures, and IRM 4.31.5, Investor Level Control Statute (ILSC) Examinations - Field Office Procedures, for Procedures on TEFRA's Work or Non-TEFRA Key Case and Related Investors. See IRM 4.31, pass through the Handbook entity, for the procedure. TEFRA procedures do not apply to S
corporations for tax years that begin after December 31, 1996. The Small Business Job Protection Act of 1996 excluded S corporations from TEFRA's special audit regulations for tax years that begin after December 31, 1996. All S Corporation examinations begin with tax years after which the date
should follow non-TEFRA procedures. IRM 4.31.5.6, see S Corporations. Although TEFRA S Rules will not apply, it is possible that a S Corporation owns a partnership. Tefra participation will be, so S Corporation could be a party of TEFRA proceedings. Form 886-S, Form 886–X, and Form 886–Z, shall
clearly reflect modified items of income, items expressed separately, and other items set at the investor level. View Exhibit 4.10.8-1, Non-TEFRA Reports and Exhibit 4.10.8-2, TEFRA reports, to report writing sources. Letter 921, Report Transmittal For Non-TEFRA Partnership, Fiduciary, &amp; S
Corporation, is a report transmittal letter for Non-TEFRA partnership, fiduciary, and S corporation cases. The following instructions are for preparing Form 4605. If part of the form is not addressed, then it is self-explanation. This section applies only to cases of non-TEFRA entities. Name and address —
show current address. Line 1 — Adjustments to normal, net distributable, or tax revenue - passing words that do not apply. After the year, enter the tax period to which the column applies. Line 1a through 1g - list settings. Place brackets around the amount of dollars when adjusted to benefit taxpayers. If
there are more than seven settings, type the __ page on line 1a and use Form 4549–B. This report should only reflect: items are separately stated to be regulated in the amount(s) and/or all items separately expressed under the influence of changes in the percentage of allocation to investors. Line 2, 3,
and 4 - cross text that does not apply. Line 5, other settings - This section applies to settings that do not affect normal, net distributable, or tax revenue. For example, changes to partnerships or capital gains distributed to partners. Identify items set on 5a and 5b lines. When there are more than two such
settings, use Form 886–A, explain the items, or statements section. Statements - include any additional information that may be required to clarify the settings and other items contained in the report. Under certain circumstances, S Corporation pays taxes on profits made on or on net too Income. IRC
1995 and IRC 1996 are taxes imposed at the S Corporation level and do not serra shareholders. This section covers the forms used when deficiencies or overassess are recommended directly against S Corporation or if a claim is involved. Deficiency, overassess or claims - these results should be
presented in Form 4549. View IRM 4.10.8.4.1 for instructions for preparing Form 4549. In certain cases there may be shortages (e.g., domestic income taxes), excessive valuations or direct claims against S Corporation and distribution changes to shareholders. In this situation both Form 4549 and Form
4605 shall be prepared along with Form 886–X. If an S corporation becomes a taxable entity, two reports are required: Form 4549 to represent taxable income, and any taxes arising from the company are required. Form 4605 and Form 886–X are required to remove income items and separately stated
items from shareholder returns. Resources for S Corporation Level Tax - Non-TEFRA as follows: IRM 4.10.1.2.1.5, Right to Reconsider IRS Decision on Irm Independent Association 25.6.22.6.3, Subchapter S Corporations (non-TEFRA) S &amp; Cooperative IPG web page about changes in accounting
procedures by partnership or company S, the settings required by IRC 481 (a) shall be made in partnership or return of S Corporation. However, tax restrictions under IRC 481(b) must apply at the partner/shareholder level. IRC 481(b) applies to the partner/shareholder, with income rising by more than
$3,000 as a result of the IRC 481(a) adjustment to the partnership or ordinary income of the S Corporation. See Exhibit 4.10.8-3. Also, see IRM 4.11.6, changes in accounting procedures form 4605 basic report form for regularly agreed domestic interest charging company international sales (Form 1120-
IC disc) items. Form 886–Y, exam changes—Shareholders' share of the distributions of the international sales company is deemed domestic and real, along with Form 4605 for each year, in which a change is recommended to demonstrate the modified distributions program. The basic reports used for
nomination cases are as: deficiencies, overassess or claims — results must be submitted in Form 4549. Distribution to benefit - changes must be reflected in Form 4605. Form 886-W, the distribution of income shares and beneficiary credits, should be prepared for each year where change is
recommended. Form 886–W is used to demonstrate the corrected distribution of each beneficiary of nomination income and credits. When both the status described in paragraphs (2) and (3) occurs, instructions in both such paragraphs must be followed. Informing taxpayers that the agreed case is
subject to review and when accepted, they Received letter 987, agreed to change income tax, stating the case is closed. The examiner prepares the 987 letter signed by the group administrator, leaving it undately in the file (with copies for the file). The 987 letter contact information can be completed with
the name of the examiner or the name of the group administrator. Annotate the Letter Instructions for CCP section of Form 3198Agreed - Letter 987 . CCP will be responsible for sending the letter. Letter 1002 is used instead of Letter 987 for the agreement of non-TEFRA S Corporation and partnership of
entity cases. When taxpayers agree to the proposed adjustments, but review results are subject to additional review or processing or some other circumstances, taxpayers may waive the legal limit after assessing and collecting tax shortfalls. The waiver signature stops running from interest 30 days from
the date of receiving if the assessment and notice for payment is not made in the 30-day period. Signing a waiver does not prevent the UNHCR from declaring further shortages or requesting to consider further issues by the taxpayer. That is the case except from the use of the item's reopening criteria.
Partially agreed by companies and individual cases; Nominating cases; Cases relating to the dividends of personal holding company shortages; The form used in the 870 series shows that taxpayers are waiving the legal limit after assessing and collecting tax shortfalls. Form 870, a waiver of restrictions
on assessing and collecting shortfalls in taxes and accepting excessive assessments, is generally used instead of Form 4549. Form 870–PT/LT — TEFRA agreement form is used instead of Form 4605. Instructions for the form in series 870: received date - enter the received date. Name and address -
enter the correct name and address of the taxpayer. Social Security or employer identification number — use SSN if the person also has an EIN. On common returns, it shows a number that corresponds to the first person listed on the return. Finished tax year (each enter in a separate line): calendar year
- show end date, fiscal year - show end date, short period - show beginning and end And the 52-53 week period - the last day of the course. Taxes - the amount of additional taxes to enter, as agreed, on a separate line by year. When prepaying credits are set, the waiver will show the amount of shortfall
before the proposed change in prepaying credits. This is because changes in prepaying credits can be assessed without shortage methods. For clarity, an explanation or form 4549–A must accompany Form 870. Penalties - enter separately in years and are agreed by the Penalty Code section or
penalties. Taxpayer signature - see instructions on the form. The report/waiver of the assessment for common returns requires the signature of both spouses (or authorized power of attorney(s), if applicable), unless the shortfall is paid in full. We continue to follow current procedures in which full payments
by the taxpayer, other than the payment set out as deposit 6603, will be considered an agreement to shortfall. See IRM 4.10.8.2.4.2. When a full payment is not received, and only one spouse signs a waiver, no-deal procedures must be followed for the spouse not signing the contract. In addition, the
spouse's account agrees to require evaluation using MFT 31 methods. See IRM 4.10.8.12.3. This section includes general guidelines for preparing reports for partially agreed cases. Partially agreed cases except those agreed as described in IRM 4.10.8.5. After the partially agreed report has been
processed, un agreed case procedures apply to the remaining issues. A somewhat agreed case involves more than one issue where at least one issue is agreed and at least one issue is not agreed by the taxpayer. The examiner must refer to IRM 4.4.12, reviewed closings, reviewed claims, and partial
assessments, for minor evaluation procedures including preparation of Form 5344. The partially agreed package submitted to the CCP includes: Form 3198, referred to as a partial assessment requested, and in the other instructions section, return by fax when completed. Waivers and copies of the report
form 5344 with partial agreement results copies of the front page of the tax return with the text IMFOLT or BMFOLT. The letters, reports and forms required to close an individual or corporate case are somewhat agreed as follows: the 1967 letter, the partially agreed letter, is used to transfer and explain
the examination reports required for a partially agreed case. Form 4549-A should be prepared only using the agreed settings. Additional tax calculations will be reflected in Form 870. Indicating the issues agreed on top of Form 4549–A. Form 4549-A reflecting the agreed issues shall be included in the file
as a working image to the tax calculation document shown in Form 870. Form 870 is used where no TEFRA issues are involved. Second form 4549-A must be ready to show both agreed and Settings. For each agreed setting, a strick must be placed in front of the letter. The line Total tax on any return or
as previously set includes taxes on agreed adjustments. The other part of the information must contain the following statement, these adjustments have been agreed. Taxpayers are in agreement with the adjustment(s) indicated as agreed, and the applicable shortfall is being assessed and included in the
total tax as previously regulated. Lead sheets for all remaining growth-free issues should be attached and procedures for cases without growth should be followed. View IRM 4.10.8.12.4. Form 3198 must be partially agreed outside the specified case. Form 870 must be processed for issues without growth
before issuing a 30-day letter. Letter 921 transfer form 4605, for non-taxable pass through the entity returns when adjustments are made to the return of the entity (both agreed and unagreed). Enclosed Form 4605 to reflect adjustments made to normal entity/loss income and separately express income
items, loss, deductions and credits. The in accessibility entity passes through the indicating agreement by having an authorized person sign Form 4605; However, signatures are not binding at the entity level. Therefore, an agreement (or partial agreement) must be reached at the investor level. Partial
agreements on nonpayable pass-through entities are not processed. See IRM 4.31.5, investor level statute control (ILSC) exams field office procedures, for detailed information about entities passing through. Procedures for processing a company partially agreed S or nominated item that is subject to the
same taxation procedure for individual and company cases specified in IRM 4.10.8.6.1. Letter 921-L, Report Transmittal For Non-TEFRA Partnership, Fiduciary, S Corporations &amp; Interest Charge Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC), is used to transmit the pass-through audit adjustments
from Form 4605 to the investors. An agreement (or partial agreement) must be reached at the investor level. Partial agreements on the interest charge of the domestic international sales company are not processed. The cases exclude minor assessments: joint committee cases and those requiring senior
adviser review; cases for a specific year with both agreed tax-reducing issue(s) and no-deal tax increase issues, with an obvious overall net shortfall; perennial cases when the overall combined net shortfall is obvious, even if the agreed outcome for a year or more would be overassessed; cases docked in
the U.S. tax court. Subtle returns are secured after sending TC 150 SFR when there is audit potential but taxes on any returns are zero (before preventing and/or refundable credits). If a partial assessment was not processed because the tax was zero, Per Figures for the report will be the amounts shown
on the return filed by the taxpayer. View IRM 4.4.9.7.5, safe drill return by post-TC 150 SFR examination, with audit potential - final closing package (partially processed assessment), for additional information. Excessive partial allowances should not be made normally but only if the facts and
circumstances warrant such an action. Whether an overly minor assessment should be allowed should be a matter of sound judgment and discretion. The group manager's approval will be obtained before the allowance for an overly minor assessment. The group manager's synchronization will be
documented in Form 9984. An overly minor assessment will only take place if there is an agreement on the issue(s) as a result of too minor. These generally fall into the following categories: cases for a particular year include two or more tax cut issues; cases for a particular year include various issues,
both tax cuts and tax increases, providing the overall result, after giving effect to tax increase issues, an overly net assessment; cases involving more than a year if the net result is an over-assessment. Below are examples of overly minor assessments that can be made for the positions listed above:
allowing an agreed tax cut issue leads to an assessment of too much $15,000 for the tax year. A tax cut issue competing for the same year, if allowed, would result in an additional valuation of $10,000. The partial allowance reflecting an assessment of too much more than $15,000 could not be made. One
case for a particular year involves two tax cut issues, one of which is contested, and two tax increases that may or may not be contested. Allowing one of the agreed issues of tax cuts leads to a net valuation of $50,000, after considering uncomfortable adjustments for the two tax increase issues. A partial
over-valuation of more than $50,000 could not be made. There is a proposed shortfall of $40,000 for 2002, but a full agreement with an over-assessment of $70,000 for 2003. A partial over-valuation of more than $30,000 ($70,000-$40,000) for 2003 could be made. When closing a multi-year case
containing at least one agreed/unchanged year and an unagreed year, the examiner must split the case into an agreement/ without changing the case file and unagreed item file. Agreed and unsealed files must remain together and sent to technical services in 21 situations. All years in CEAS RGS are
transferred to the appropriate RGS group code using two separate operations (explained in (3) below). RGS group codes are changed periodically and changes to the RGS website are communicated to the field. When a perennial case is divided, the dividing year can no longer be treated as a case in
RGS. Agreed and no-deal years may eventually be divided, so examiner Unagreed motion and agreement/no year change to server RGS file in two separate actions. Ceas and split item files for how to split a item in RGS see. Minor assessments on individual tax years with both agreed and no agreement
issues are still required by the field as ended in direct transport directives issued to the regions as part of the implementation of the CCP. Absentees require a quick or rapid assessment of a case with a short statute (14 days or less remaining in the statute), no other minor assessment by the field will be
required. In case of objection to the uns registered year(s), the case must have 30 days plus the minimum number of days required for appeals in the statute when the group closes. View IRM 4.10.8.12.1(1). A modified return (Form 1040X or Form 1120X) is not necessarily an official claim. To make an
official claim the taxpayer must request a refund of taxes paid. The discount claim relates to a reduction in accounting in tax liability. Claims of this nature, whether in Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or Form 843, are treated as claims for discounts. If a case is assigned to the examiner in which taxpayers have
appealed the audit, the examiner must also go to IRM 4.13.4, the District Office Examination (AO), for reporting, letters and procedures to follow. Additional reports have been prepared for a previously assessed (but unpaid) tax rebate. These types of reports differ from reports prepared for claims in which
the supplementary report reduces taxes that have been assessed but unpaid. In such cases any excessive assessment shown in the supplementary examination report will not be refunded to the taxpayer; Instead the existing balance will be reduced or removed due to. This point should be clearly
explained to the taxpayer. When preparing a report to claim a discount due to audit appeals, the amounts per return, or as previously regulated, are taxable for both income and taxes as shown in a previously evaluated report as confirmed by transcripts. We don't have to repeat the settings that were
already made. Only includes adjustment(s) made to the previous report or notice of deficiencies based on additional information received. The other information section in the report should announce a supplementary report — previously assessed tax cuts. The reduction of previous assessed penalties



should be clearly explained to minimize confusion. For example, if the penalty for accuracy was assessed at $500 and the examiner later determines that the correct punishment is $200, the supplementary report must show the amount of punishment ($300). The other information section of the report
should explain the reduction in this way: a calculation must be provided for any penalty abated to it. Because it calls for taxpayers to cut unpaid taxes Forming a valid claim in the meaning of IRC 6511, Form 3363, accepting the offer of rejecting claims for refunds or credits, Form 2297, a statutory
notification waiver of the rejection of the claim, and Letter 569, a full/minor preliminary unlawful letter claim, cannot be used from the taxpayer of any judicial rights. Instead, the following methods should be used for claims for discounts: Letter 693, responding to an assessment appeal, should be used for
unchanged, allowances in part and allowances in full determination. Prepare and electronically mail 693 to the taxpayer and keep a copy for the item file. Discounts arising from audit appeals have certain appeal rights and use different letters. View IRM 4.13.4, Office Area (AO) Examination. Form 3198
shall report supplementary - tax cuts previously assessed if informal claims are authorized in part or entirely. In all cases a reference must be issued to indicate the letter number and its date. An audit appeal case is a case in which taxpayers receive a shortage notice (designation) and appeal the shortfall
(determination). This is a priority case and should be closed through technical services. Does not suspend or extend the 90 or 150-day period for a tax court petition. Due to time constraints, taxpayers should be advised that the legal notice period cannot be extended by providing information or by revising
the audit. The taxpayer is responsible for filing a petition before the legal notice period expires if he does not agree with the settings or results of the audit appeal. All communications with taxpayers should include the following statement: Revising your case will in no way serve to suspend or extend a 90-
day period in which a petition to reassess the proposed shortfall may be filed to the tax court. In the Other Information section of the examination report, follow the following: This report is only complementary to the shortage warning. The previous report does not superstition nor serves to extend the 90-
day period to file a petition to the U.S. Court of Tax. If you do not agree with these settings, we may need to assess the taxes shown in the short notice. Also, paragraphs of 45 days or Area Manager subject clauses should be removed on additional reports. Clearly labeled the top revised report as a
supplement to inform deficiencies (determination). The date of the supplementary examination report with the current date. Examiners can obtain signatures in an audit report from taxpayers on The timing of the audit appeal interview but should not issue a cover letter. The 90-day coordinator/reviewer has
been responsible for reviewing the audit report for accuracy before supplementary notices and appropriate closing letters to the taxpayer. If the information leads to no shortage and technical services concurs, taxpayers will be advised by the 90-day coordinator/arbitrators that there is no need to file a
petition with the Tax Tribunal. If the information leads to any changes to the shortage warning, no reports will be given to the taxpayer, and the examiner will accordingly respond to the 90-day note of technical services. The 90-day coordinator/reviewer will issue an appropriate letter to the taxpayer. If the
information leads to minor cuts, signed agreements and technical services concurs, taxpayers will be advised by the 90-day coordinator/reviewer that there is no need to file a petition with the Tax Tribunal. If only one spouse signs a report, and the Joint Marriage Filing Status Archive (MFJ), an
assessment of MFT 31 will be made on taxpayers signing the report. If the information leads to an increase in deficiency notice, the supplementary report deficiency line should limit the amount on deficiency notice (determination). The assessed value of the revised notice cannot be greater than the value
in the original notice. In the event that the statute of evaluation restrictions is still open and the petition has not been submitted to the tax court, an additional shortfall notice should be issued to increase the shortfall. A report of re-examining is being used when taxpayer books and records are re-examined
as a result of the initiator service using the opening criteria for the case set out in the 4-3 policy statement. IRM 1.2.1.5.1, Policy Statement 4-3, and Rev. Proc. 2005–32. When a call is placed under the reopening criteria, prior approval must be obtained using Form 4505, the reopening note, before the
examination begins. Use the appropriate forms for the entity and the type of closure. Once ready, type Reopen in capital letters at the top of the report. Prepare to report as you have a supplement report. Another information section states this report complements the report dated mm/dd/yyyy. Re-
checking reports require special processing. Form 3198 should explain the reopening file. The re-review report should not be used to assess the shortage of the package revised in the taxpayer's application (audit appeal). See IRM 4.10.8.8. Claims may relate to any case of income, loss, exclusion,
deduction, or credit that includes tax refunds. Claims may be filed using the following forms: refund claim and rebate request, Form 843, revised returns (specified in tax returns), amended U.S. individual income tax returns, forms Or amend the U.S. corporate income tax return, Form 1120X. Informal claim
is an allegation made by taxpayers either in a non-standard form (written request) or by another means if the required elements are identified, namely the tax year, identification number, requested refund and reason. Claiming a discount is not an informal claim. Examples of informal claims sign Form 870
or Form 4549 for overassess, a letter requested by taxpayers to repay, or oral statements made to a examiner or other service representative. There are four possible outcomes when a claim is investigated. This claim may be: allowed in full, authorized entirely, partially permitted, or offset by other
settings. Before preparing a report on a case involving a claim, the examiner must have the current text of the taxpayer account. If this claim is the result of an earlier audit or evaluation, TC 300 or TC 290 will be sent in dollar amount. The figures as adjusted shown in the original report will be used as a
starting point. If this claim has already been authorized by the Service Center, TC 291 will be sent in dollars. If the claim is fully authorized, Letter 570 prepares to inform the taxpayer of the findings. Since taxpayers receive letter 570 constitutes a closed case (subject to the criteria for reopening the case),
the letter generally should not be furnished to the taxpayer until the entire case is ready to close. If the purported amount has already been reimbursed to the taxpayer by campus, the examiner will closed the case as a case without regular change. Even if the issues expressed in a claim are fully
permitted, if uncomfortable adjustments have been suggested to reduce the refundable amount, this claim will be treated as partially or completely unauthorized. Procedures for non-umlow claims will be followed in full or in part. When a claim is completely or partially denied, the examiner will prepare the
following: Letter 569, Form 2297; And Form 4549 if there is an additional tax due or a slight lack of respect. When a claim is not allowed because the taxpayer failed to attend for an interview or provide proof, the following explanation will be shown in Thesis 569: No basis has been provided for the
allowance for this claim. IRC 6532(a)(3) provides that taxpayers may require a written waiver that informs the rejection of claims in whole or in part by electronically certified or file registration. The such waiver effect is filed for the start of the running of the two-year period for filing a suit on claims from the
waiver date. Therefore, Form 2297 performs the same purpose as the notice of rejection of the claim by certificate or electronic registration, except that it does not The six-month waiting period required by IRC 6532 (a) prior to the formation of a refund suit [Treas. Reg. 301.6532-1 (c) - restriction periods
in the suit by the taxpayer]. Since Form 2297 constitutes a waiver of the only legal notice submitted by electronically certified or registered, the waiver form (Form 870, Form 4549, or Form 3363) is required in addition to Form 2297 if there is too minor or if additional taxes are assessed. Form 2297 shall
be enclosed in the item folder in the same manner as the other waiver and admission form. Where claims are denied for several years, Form 2297 covering all years should be accompanied by this claim or the return of the recent year's coverage amendment. Since Form 1045, the application for a
tentative refund, and Form 1139, the company's request for a tentative refund, are not considered claims, do not have to be recouped for the use of Form 2297 where taxes have already been refunded. If it is determined that the tentative refund was warrantless or excessive, the service has three options:
treat additional refunds as a mathematical error and immediately evaluate and collect it under the authority of IRC 6213 (b)(3), issue a shortage notice under IRC 6501 (h), or file a suit against the taxpayer to collect the wrong refund under IRC 7405 (b). Form 2297 shall not be provided in cases requiring
review by the Joint Committee. View IRM 4.36.3.2.9, un permitless claim in agreed cases. Name and address - write or type the name and address of the taxpayer; The tax period ended - the list of each year for which it is claimed and is in part or entirely in separate lines as follows: calendar year - end
date of view (12/31/01) fiscal year - show end date (6/30/01) short period - show beginning and end date (1/1/01 - 9/30/01) 52–53 year-week -- showing the last day of the year (5/25/01) type of tax -- indicates the type of tax covered by return under scrutiny such as income, property, gifts, or employment
tax. It is not necessary to show the return form number under review or identify the type of income, such as individual income or corporate earnings. The amount of claim information should be entered as follows: where a form 843, form 1040X, form 1120X, or an informal claim expresses the definitive
amount of dollars, enter the amount in the claim amount space. Where the revised return shows the revised tax calculations, enter the difference between the amount corrected as the calculations by the taxpayer and the tax as shown in the original return in the claim amount space. Where a claim is for $1
or more and no details are shown to reduce the amount of income, enter $1 as the claim amount. When details about the amount of income reduction are revealed but calculations of the amount of tax refunds on the claim are not shown, calculate the amount of claims based on The decrease in income
shown by the taxpayer and enters the figure as the amount of claims. 1. Taxpayers required to provide a realistic claim amount by Treas. Reg. § 301.6402-3(a)(5), provides, return or return amended shall make a claim for reimbursement or credit if it includes a statement setting the amount set as
overpaying and recommending whether such amount should be repaid to the taxpayer or should be credited as a credit against the taxpayer's estimated income tax for years. The immediately successful tax year tax is filed for the application of which return (or revised return). 2. An alleged $1 sum may be
acceptable to protection claims. The concept of a protection claim is well established, although the term is not used in statutes or regulations. Protective claims are often filed to retain taxpayers' right to claim refunds when the taxpayer's right to repay at future events is not set until after the statute of
limitation expires. View IRM 21.5.3.4.7.3, protective claims, which indicate that a protective claim is based on an expected change in tax law, other laws, regulations, or case law. A public claim should not be viewed as a valid protective claim for service processing purposes simply because taxpayers
label it that way. See Nucorp, Inc. v. U.S. 23 Cl. Ct. 234, 67 A.F.T.R.2d 91-1256, 91-1 USTC P 50,235. 3. In general, a valid protective claim shall (1) identify probable affecting the claim; This claim may be a valid protective claim even if all the facts necessary to establish that taxpayers have the right to
repay, the government does not. The Service has the authority to decide how to process protection claims. It is generally in the best interests of the service and taxpayers to delay action on protection claims until pending litigation or other possibility is resolved. Once possible resolution, the Service may
obtain any additional information necessary in the processing of the claim and then reject or allow the claim. Where a claim has been filed for the total amount of tax paid, enter the total amount of tax shown on the return. Where a claim for a such amount may be due has been filed and no details have
been revealed and calculations cannot be made, entering the non-determinable in the amount space of the claim and explaining in the other information section form 4549. Once the details are shown and calculations of tax refunds can be made, enter the computational form. Non-umlow claim value —
View Exhibition 4.10.8-4 signature — View instructions at the bottom of the form. Form 3363 is used in agreed cases where Form 843 or return amendment has been completely stripped Part and no other adjustment to tax liability is required. In an agreed case where the claim is completely or partially
denied with additional adjustments to tax liability, both Form 3363 and examination reports should be secured. See IRM 4.10.8.10.6.1 for information included in the Report Statements section. Form 1045 and Form 1139 are not claims. Form 3363 is not used to reflect any tax refunds that have already
been repaid. Name and ADDRESS - write or type the name or address of the taxpayer; year or period — list of each year for which it is claimed in separate years is as follows: calendar year - end date of show (12/31/01), fiscal year - show end date (6/30/01) , short term - show start and end date (1/1/01 -
9/30/01), 52–53 year week - shows the last day of the year (5/25/01). The date of the claim filed - enter the date of form 843 or the amended return was filed. Type of tax - enter the type of tax covered by returns under review, such as income, property, gifts, or employment taxes. It is not necessary to
show the return form number under review or identify the type of income, such as individual income or corporate earnings. The amount of claim - enter the amount of refund requested in the claim (Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, Modified Return or Unofficial Claim) filed by the taxpayer. Impossible
claim quantity - Enter the amount of impossible claim in the examination report. The amount of an authorized claim — enter the amount of claim allowed in the examination report. Signature - see instructions in the form. When a claim is completely or in part denied an unagreed case and there are no other
settings, complete the top section of the report for unagreed cases. See IRM 4.10.8.12. IRC 6402(l) needs an explanation as to why the extradition was rejected. In addition, an appropriate statement on the alleged disrespect is to be included in the Other Information section. See IRM 4.10.8.10.6.1. When
a claim is authorized in full or in part in a partially agreed case with other settings, full form 4549–A. A. A. A. A. Full form is supposed to be a statement on the position of this claim to be included in the Other Information section. When a claim is fully authorized in an unsealed case with suggested
deficiencies, full form 4549–A. A. A. A. A. A. A. Full form is supposed to be a statement on the claim's allowance to be included in the Other Information section. Claim authorized in full: on (date) you filed Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or an informal claim for a refund of $(quantity) for (years). As a
result of our review, we allowed your claim to be fully, as shown in this report. Claim allowed in full but offset by other settings: on (date) you filed Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or an informal claim for a refund of $(quantity) for (years). As our result We fully allowed your claim. However, the total
amount of repayment has increased or decreased with other adjustments shown in this report.The claim authorized in part: on (the date) you filed Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or an informal claim for a refund of $(amount) for (the year). As a result of our review, we allowed your claim to be
somewhat, as shown in this report. Reject claim: On (date) you have Form 843, Form 1040X, Form 1120X, or unofficial claim for refund of $(amount) for (year). Any statement rejecting the claim should have a hidden statement of issue, and authority to reseal the claim. For example: As a result of our
examination, we have rejected your claim. The education costs required in your current employment are considered personal and, therefore, are not deducted as a business expense. See Treas. Reg. 1.162–5. Taxpayers will be invited to file claims in the following types of cases if the proposed over-
assessment is already covered by the claim: cases are referred to an appeal on the 90-day status when a period of less than 120 days remains allows for an assessment too. The appellate may accept such a case without claim if the appellate district administrator is approved. Cases involving suggested
over-evaluations of more than $100,000, regardless of the time left in the limit period for the timing of excessive assessments. The cases raised to the headquarters office, regardless of the extent of the over-evaluation involved, if 30 days or less remain in the legal period to timing excessive assessments.
The number of items requiring an invitation will be limited because the service considers a waiver on Form 870 or Form 890 series to make a valid claim for refunds when the taxpayer agrees to over-evaluate the limit set by the service as set out in IR M explained 25.6.1.1.10.2.6.2.2(3), prescribed forms to
amend the original tax return or reduce the penalty already paid. When taxpayers are invited to make a claim, a separate letter of 897, an invitation claim, must be submitted for each tax year requiring protection. There are certain periods of time when the government retains taxpayer money without
paying for its use as required by the following: IRC 6611 (d)(1) prohibits paying credit interest to taxpayers if overpayed within 45 days of receiving the original return or claim carrying a refund. View IRM 20.2.4.7.5, 45–Law of the Day. In respect of amendment returns, IRC 6611(b)(3) offers that no credit
interest should be allowed or paid for each day prior to the date on which the return has been filed. View IRM 20.2.4.3, availability date for overpaying. Treas. Reg. 301.6402-3(a)(5) provides that interest allowance is prohibited when excessive payments reported on return or return amended as a credit
chosen to apply to taxes estimated for successful years. The examiners need to make sure it's appropriate. The favourite when the original return had to pay too much and taxpayers chose to apply for all or part of the overpayance shown by their return to their estimated taxes for the tax year failed rather
than getting a refund. Rev Rolls 99-40 1999-2 C.B. 441 Held if the alleged overpayance is credited on return to the estimated tax of the successful year, interest will be credited in that part of the then-designated shortfall for the return year of overpayation that is less or equal to overpay as: (1) the date on
which the refund service pays too much interest- free; or (2) the date on which excessive payments apply to the estimated taxes of successful years. Any remaining part of the shortfall will be assessed from the original tax due date for years of overpayable return. Potentially come back. Rul. 99-40 cases of
those with TC 830 or TC 836 in the module. CCP generally does not apply rev-vote regulations 99-40 unless advised. The examiner must flag Form 3198 of potential interest relief per Rev. Rul. 99-40. The examiner must include Form 2220, the low estimated tax payments by companies, or Form 2210,
the underpaying of estimated taxes by individuals, estates and trusts, (the following year) in the case file, which provides a plan of estimated tax payments required for the successful tax year and related transcripts. The Internal Revenue Act provides a method under which a personal holding company
may be relieved under certain circumstances of paying tax liability imposed on personal holding companies. In any case where the shortfall in personal holding company taxes is disclosed to which taxpayers agree, the benefits afforded by IRC 547 will be explained to the taxpayer if applicable. If the
taxpayer decides to create an income distribution in order to provide credit against liability, taxpayers will be advised that liability may be established by implementing an informal agreement under IRC 547(c)(3) in Form 2198, determining liability for personal holding company taxes, or by entering into a
final closing contract on Form 866, agreeing on the final determination of tax liability. The use of Form 866 is usually limited to litigation cases. Form 2198 shall not be accepted unless all items relating to personal holding company tax liability and other income tax liabilities are agreed and Form 870 is
signed by the taxpayer. Unless there is enough time left in which to conduct an assessment under IRC 6501, Form 2198 or Form 866 shall not be approved (in addition to the 120-day period for forming Form 976, claiming a short dividend deduction, or credit or refund by a personal holding company,
regulated investment company, or real estate investment trust). Form 2198 may be approved if taxpayer consent under IRC 6501 (c) (4) expand the statutes. One year must remain in the statutes when the case is closed to technical services. View IRM 4.8.8.4.1, Domain Review. Form 866 – This form is
not normally used in place of Form 2198 unless recommended by the consultant for a unique situation. The examiner should consult with the group manager and local advisor to determine whether the use of the closing agreement is appropriate and, if so, which particular type should be used. If Form 866
is used as an agreement document, the examiner will prepare the agreement and guarantee the signature of the taxpayer in accordance with the guidelines in IRM 8.13.1, closing the agreement. All closing agreements require the approval of the local consultant and a review of technical services before
obtaining the taxpayer's signature. Consultant Partnership - Coordination with the local consultant on the development of the closure agreement when a standard language or pattern agreement is not used and there are amendments to a pattern agreement is required. A review by technical services and
the approval of the local consultant is required, relative to the language and shape of the closure agreement, before securing the taxpayer's signature. There must be sufficient documentation in the taxpayer's administrative file to support the consultant's sync along. In order to request a review, formal or
informal correspondence must be dealt with by the local counsel by stating the reasons and intention of the agreement and requesting a review and concurrent with the draft closing contract. Correspondence may be in the form of emails, faxes or notes. If needed, the coordinator of the technical service
closure agreement will assist the consultant in preparing the application. Form 4549-A is ready to reflect personal holding taxes as other taxes are attached with the explanation. Visit Exhibit 4.10.8-5. Form 870, which is required to be viewed with Form 2198, shall include the following statements: a waiver
of restrictions on the assessment and collection contained herein is subject to the approval of Form 2198 relating to taxpayer responsibility for the income and taxation of the personal holding company. This waiver does not take effect until after the expiration of the 120-day period to begin with the effective
date of Form 2198. If the taxpayer matches the IRC 547, relating to the payment of the short dividend, (1) pay the short dividend within 90 days of the effective date of Form 2198, and (2) constitutes a suitable claim on Form 976 then to pay the short dividend and within 120 days after the effective date of
Form 2198, then the amount of deficiency expressed in this waiver shall be reduced by the amount necessary to give the effect. The shortage paid on time, and the remainder, if any, will be assessed. If, at the expiration of the 120-day period started with the effective date of Form 2198, Form 976 is not
Filed or shortages are not made on time to pay dividends, the total amount of deficiencies shown in this waiver will be assessed. See Exhibit 4.10.8-6. After receiving Form 2198: The original form 2198 must be started by the examiner and group manager to show acceptance of their form. The original
form 2198 must be joined to return for the last tax year covered by the agreement. Duplicate Form 2198 will be signed to the taxpayer with letter 1152, transferring agreements for the personal holding company/determining liability for personal holding company taxes, using electronically certified or
registered within five calendar days. Treas. Reg. 1.547–2 (b)(1)(v) provides that, with one exception, the date of determination of the date of the contract has been signed (Form 2198) to the taxpayer and not the date of the agreement signed by the authorized service officer. See Exhibit 4.10.8-7 for
Sample Form 2198. After accepting Form 2198, the case shall be filed in suspension by technical services up to Form 976 or the expiration of the period of 120 days, whichever is earlier. The file must then be returned to the examiner. The date on which Form 976 will be filed in accordance with applicable
regulations will control the date to determine whether the form is filed in a timely timely way. The effective date of an informal agreement on Form 2198 will be the date of the agreement signed to the taxpayer. Form 976, filed on time - Examiner of information on Form 976 is deemed to be as necessary
and then prepares a report of a review showing general adjustments, personal holding company income, reductions due to the allowance of each dividend shortfall deduction, and whether the claim amount (Form 976) was fully permitted, authorized in part, or fully permitted. Visit Exhibit 4.10.8-8. Form
976, not filed in time - the letter will be sent to the taxpayer as notification that this claim has not been filed in time. A certified notice of disrespect will be issued unless the taxpayer has signed Form 2297. See IRM 4.10.8.10.4.1. When the appellate accepts Form 2198, the appellate officer requests a
taxpayer claim (Form 976) and provides evidence of taxpayer support. See IRM 8.7.1.2, personal holding company tax reduced by dividend shortfall. The appellate officer can prepare the report and close the case if there are no unusual circumstances, and confirmation of deficit interest payments can be
easily made. The appellate officer can return the case to the examination field group. The case must be left to a examiner to confirm the dividend payment of the shortfall and prepare the report. This report should include adjustments made by appeals. The report must be returned to appeal for closure. If
the examiner determines that the claim has not been filed in time, the case Return to appeal without contacting taxpayers. In cases where personal holding company tax liability is established by the decision of the U.S. Tax Court, the appeal will assess the gross shortfall. The appellate officer will explain
to taxpayers the measures that need to be taken to assess taxes and how to secure the benefits of IRC 547. Once the assessment has been carried out, the administrative file will be submitted to the area conformity examination. View IRM 8.4.1.32.2, Docketed Personal Holdings Corporation Tax Cases.
The case will be filed in suspension (technical services) until Form 976 is filed or until the expiration of the 120-day period for filing Form 976, whichever is earlier. If Form 976 is not filed on time, the case will be transferred for collection action, consistent with the court's decision. If Form 976 is filed on
time, the case will be left to the examiner. After receiving the closing agreement from the taxpayer, Form 866 will be ready and provided for processing to technical services. The date of the closing agreement will be on Form 866, the date of the signing of the closing contract by the regional manager. The
closing contract will be transferred to the district manager along with the file for approval. Once approved, technical services will determine any need for follow-up action and pass a copy of the closing contract to the taxpayer. For all cases where the dividend deduction of the shortfall is allowed, the
examiner of Form 3189 will prepare the dividend deduction of the item transfer shortfall. See Exhibit 4.10.8-9. The form will include calculations of tax liability before cuts to pay dividend shortfalls. This is necessary to calculate the amount of interest. The original form 3189 is placed above (outside) of the
item file. Duplicate Form 3189 will be attached to any return of the company for which dividends were paid shortfalls. If the return for which the dividend shortfall has been paid has not yet been filed, then the examiner must prepare Form 5346 and attach the duplicate form 3189 so that it can be
accompanied after filing. Form 5346 must be completed to report dividends paid to shareholders this year. Form 3198 shall identify the case as a limited interest and claim for a shortfall in dividends paid in the case. Managerial intervention is required in all cases without growth. The examiner should be
aware of procedures in IRM 1.40.40.4.11.5, non-growth closing procedures, and notify their group manager when they believe a case of issues will grow without growth. The group administrator's actions should be documented in the file. Form 9984 may be used for this purpose. If there is a case eligible
for the SB/SE Fast Track Settlement (FTS) and the remaining un agreed issues after the group director has contacted taxpayers or representatives in an attempt to resolve all issues, examiner The group manager will explain and present the FTS to the taxpayer. The FTS should not be offered if the group
manager has not spoken to the taxpayer or the MP. For more information, see IRM 4.10.7.5.5, SB/SE Fast Track Settlement. Unless specifically withdrawn from considering the appeal (see paragraph 4 below), all cases are eligible for the appeal conference until the taxpayer submits sufficient objections
(when a formal written objection is required), or a small case request, which includes the information required in Pub 5, your appeal rights and how to prepare a protest if you do not agree. SEE IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3 (2) BELOW FOR ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE ON THE ADEQUACY OF A FORMAL WRITTEN
OBJECTION OR SMALL CASE REQUEST. In general, if taxpayers provide new information or evidence to appeal, or raise a new issue that the examination is not intended, the case will be returned to the examination. View IRM 8.2.1.5, return a case to the examination - ATE, and IRM 4.10.8.12.11.
Below is a list of cases that are withdrawn from appeals proceedings: Less than 365 days remain in the statute of limitations when the case is received on appeal. For more information, see IRM 4.10.8.12.1(1). The request/claim for unpaid tax cuts (IRM 4.10.8.8(6)) is not an audit appeal (taxpayers have
no judicial rights). Taxpayers disagree only on ethical, religious, political, constitutional, conscientious or similar (IRM 8.1.1.3.1, without an appeals conference or concession on specific arguments). See IRM Expo 25.25.10-1, deceptive reasoning, for example. Examiners should use the 1963 letter, the
transfer of a deceptive filer examination report, to transfer the report and explain why administrative appeal rights are not enforceable. If additional information is then received so the other item is withdrawn from the appeal proceedings, follow the procedure in IRM 4.10.8.12.9. Pending criminal
prosecution fraud cases (IRM 8.2.1.5(2), returning one case to examination - ATE). The 30-day letters are used to transfer the examination report to the taxpayer and allow taxpayers 30 days to request an appeal of their case, or to take other measures as specified in the specific letter. When a case is
initially received on appeal, it must remain in the statute for at least 365 days (270 days for property tax filings or IRC 6206 excessive claims). If the appellate has al previously published the jurisdiction of the case and returned to the examination for additional work, it must remain in the statute of
limitations for at least 180 days, which will be received in appeal. The group must allow at least 30 days for the transportation and processing of an item through technical services. Therefore, a case must be at least 395 days (or 210 if the file is returned) remaining in the statute when it is closed from the
group. View IRM 8.2.1.4, new receipt by a technical employee of Appeal (ATE). 30-day letters are issued for cases leading to the following: no-growth change (shortage or overassess), no change with adjustments to the impact on other tax years, and the rejection of official claims. In general, taxpayers
with 240 days or more remaining on the statutes of limitations will receive a suitable 30-day letter. It allows up to 30 days for taxpayers to respond to letters (and extend the statute if needed) and if the taxpayer fails to respond, it also guarantees enough time to close the case of the group (IRM
4.10.8.2.4.3) and provide technical services at least 180 days to issue a shortage notice. View IRM 25.6.23.7.1, minimum time remaining on ASED. When less than 240 days remain in the statute of limitation, the examiner must prepare and issue a review report agreed with Letter 5153, the Transitional
Examination Report - Statute of less than 240 days (direct deficiency), Letter 515 3-A, transfer examination report - statute less than 240 days (claim), letter 5153-B, transitional examination report - statute less than 240 days (unchanged with settings), or letter 5153-D , Examination Report Transmittal -
Statute less than 240 Days (Bankruptcy), to transmit the report and notify the taxpayer additional time is needed on the statute of limitations for Appeals to consider their case if it is unagreed, and allow 10 days to respond. Office examiners will update the ERCS operating code to 07. If the renewal of the
statute is not currently requested, the examiner shall review the procedure in IRM 25.6.22, extend the statutes assessing the limitations by consent, and simultaneously request an extension (using separate envelopes), then continue as follows: if agreed, closely agreed using normal procedures. IRM
4.10.8.4.7 for deficiencies and claims, or IRM 4.10.8.3.3(1) for no change with adjusted items. If the case is unsatisfied and the taxpayer signs consent to extend the statute of limitations that will allow enough time for the case to be considered by appeals, a 30-day letter will be prepared and issued. If the
case is without approval and the taxpayer does not sign consent, close the case for issuing a shortage notice to technical services. The 30-day letter procedures on income, property, gifts, excise, and employment taxes are applicable. See IRM 4.23.22, Employment Tax Procedures Without Growth, IRM
4.24.10, Excise Tax, Revised Referral Methods, or IRM 4.25.6, Guide to Writing Reports for Property And Gift Tax Examinations, for Procedures related to Employment Tax, Exisecise and Property And Gift Examinations. Examiners issue reports to non-TEFRA passing entities with letter 921, letter 921-L,
etc., however these letters are not 30-day letters. Thirty-day letter procedures are followed for investors' reports, indicating their share of the settings made in the entity Only investors will be able to request a hearing with an appeal because there is no shortage at the entity level. View IRM 4.31.5.11.3, key
items are not associated with settings and investors in PCS. If a review of a return leads to a deficiency or over-evaluation that offsets (no shortages or over-evaluated results) by carrying net operating loss, manual calculations of interest may be required. If taxpayers disagree with the results of the review,
they will afford the same opportunity to appeal the hearing, as if the shortfall/valuation is too involved. The following form letters, specific to the case type, are 30-day letters used to transfer examination reports and allow taxpayers 30 days to appeal their case, or other measures as specified in certain
letters Is: Letter 915 - for direct deficiencies, over-direct assessments, or mixed deficiencies and over-evaluation cases in office examinations; updating the ERCS code of practice to 04 for follow-up in 15 calendar days. If the taxpayer does not respond within 15 days, the examiner will prepare and issue
the 1912 letter and update the ERCS action code to 07 for follow-up within 15 calendar days. Letter 950 - for direct deficiencies, over-evaluation directly, or mixed deficiencies and cases of over-evaluation on field examinations. Mail 950-F - for no change with settings items. Letter 569 -- impossible to
claim cases. Letter 3391 — For non-filer cases. Letter 955 – for transfer/transfer cases. Letter 1963 - for captivating filer/nonfiler cases. Limited interest cases - examiner needs to prepare and group manager pattern approvals after the form letters listed above. Form letters are not available for limited
interest cases due to uncerear use. The letter created by the examiner should address the issue of limited interest rather than shortfalls or excessive tax assessments. The following shall be included with a letter of 30 days: examination report (including lead sheet or standard description as required in
IRM 4.10.8.12.4) and waiver (if needed); and Pub 3498. Pub 3498 should always be enclosed with a 30-day letter, even if an earlier report or letter has been made available to it. The 30-day letters must be prepared by the examiner, and, depending on the type of letter, include the name of the examiner's
manager or group manager in the contact area. The authority to sign and issue 30-day letters is delegated to the group's managers. See SBSE Board Order 4.55, authority for signing thirty-day letters. IRC 6651 (f), counterfeit-to-file (FFTF) cases - part of the FFTF penalty attributable to the amount of tax
shown in the return is not assessable immediately and by the method of deficiency. See IRM 25.1.7.7.1, evaluation method for fraudulent failure to file (FFTF) penalties. To ensure the facts of one The case protects fraud, and since the FFTF penalty assessment attributable to the amount shown in the
return will not be reviewed by the Tax Tribunal, all 30-day letters proposing FFTF penalties must be reviewed and approved by the district counsel before issuing. In addition, the period of limitations in the evaluation of such a part will not be suspended by issuing notices for the other sector. When
proposing an FFTF penalty on the alternative income tax for return (SFR), the review and approval of the consultant is not required before a 30-day letter is issued. However, the consultant will review the case before issuing a shortage notice. The no-deal reporting forms listed below are generally used to
provide audit findings for a no-deal case. They are similar to those used for agreed cases and instructions apply to complete the agreed report in general. However, the report forms without growth do not include a statement on the acceptance of the report by the district manager. They also include a
signature line for taxpayer consent not to be evaluated and collected, so a waiver is required. See IRM 4.10.8.5.2 for instructions for waiver preparation. The following reporting forms are used for non-growth income tax cases. The administrative test can use Form 4549 instead of Form 4549-A. If Form
4549 is used, a waiver is not required. In certain cases, separate assessments may need to be launched for taxpayers who have set up a joint return. For example, when only one spouse signs an agreement and the shortfall is not fully paid, it may require an assessment about the agreement, or obliged,
spouse in order to protect the statute of limitations for those taxpayers while un agreed procedures apply to the other spouse. Similarly, a separate assessment must be made when only one spouse does not petition the tax court after receiving a 90-day letter. In these circumstances, separate
assessments are carried out using MFT 31, as long as SSNs are valid (without asterisks). If invalid, non-master file procedures found in IRM 21.7.12, non-master file settings (NMF) and IRM 3.17.46, automatic non-master file accounting, will apply. Although the assessment will be carried out on the
obligatory spouse, no notice will be collected until the case is finally resolved (and the assessment is set up if necessary). By that time the MFT 31 assessment will be launched for the other spouse. If only one spouse signs enough objections that request an appeal and no response is received from the
other spouse, the case will normally be appealed until there is enough time in the statute of limitations for both spouses. In other words, a signature on the objection may be enough. However, if a spouse agrees and a objection, a separate assessment may be required in the case of the obliged spouse,
especially if the statute of limitations That wife is imminent. In any case, note in Form 3198 that a spouse has signed a waiver, so CCP can calculate interest accordingly. If one spouse agrees and the other does not respond to the 30-day letter, it requires a separate assessment of the spouse before
submitting the case to technical services for the 90-day letter procedures. Methods of creating an MFT 31 account: Request the creation of an MFT 31 account for the obliged spouse by preparing Form 3177, the notice of action to enter the master's file. The top part of Form 3177 will be completed using
the initial SSN. In the other section, place TC 971 as transaction code in the blank box, and paste into Action Code 103 line mode. It also includes the obliged spouse SSN (agree) as XREF SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX. In the other line the column of the MFT code reflects 30 and ensures the tax period is listed in
the correct column (a separate form of 3177 is required for each year). TC 971 and the appropriate operating code in MFT 30 account will create an MFT 31 account for the XREF SSN listed. EEfax Form 3177 is carried out to CCP and a partial assessment request is made about the obliged spouse:
Form 3198, Form 5344 and the agreed report in addition to Form 3177 are required. Note on Form 3198 TC Input 971 per Form Appendix 3177. Include your name and fax number so that CCP can make a copy of Form 5344 to fax you after a partial evaluation. Form 5344 must be prepared manually and
must reflect the initial MFT 30 and SSN. On the top left of form 5344 put the S in the blank after AMCLS. About 56 put either P or S depending on whether the assessment is on the primary or secondary spouse. EEfax will take these forms to CCP while you continue to keep the file. Visit the CCP website
for EEfax exam numbers. Continue normal procedures without support for the opposing spouse/petition. An IMFOLT colleague or copy of Form 5344 received from CCP shows that a partial assessment was made on another spouse in MFT 31. See the file using normal RGS methods and check the MFT
31 evaluation checkbox on Form 3198. Examiners should refer to IRM 21.6.8, Split Stomal Assessments (MFT 31/MFT 65) for additional information. For most office examination reports, the examiner will use the standard description in IRM 4.10.10, standard paragraphs and settings description, and
RGS. The description includes enough information to enable taxpayers to challenge the issue. As an option, lead sheets may be attached to the report to explain the subject(s) but the examiner should follow the format in IRM 4.10.8.12.4(2). For field examination, a copy of the examiner's lead sheet
relating to each issue will be attached to the report to explain the cases. For each issue, a separate lead sheet should be used. If the subject is applicable for more than a year, the subject must Shown in a combined lead sheet. Copies of each lead sheet number used as an appendix to the examination
report must be amended to remove additional information that concludes, facts, applicable law, and taxpayer positions (e.g. audit procedures and work paper sources generally must be removed, depending on the facts and circumstances). The following format should be used: Title - each lead sheet must
be numbered and title to match the setting in the audit report. View IRM 4.10.9.7.2, Workpapers: Indexing. Lead sheets for issues with specific adjustment values must reflect the value per return, the value per audit, and the resulting adjustment. Conclusion — Provide conclusions of the service position.
Relate the facts to the reference mentioned, as previously stated, through a narrative discussion to support the service's position. It also includes service retaliation to the position of the taxpayer reflected in the lead sheet. View IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3 for information on retaliation preparations in response to the
protest. Facts - Each lead sheet shall include a statement of facts that is set on an basis. The statement must be narrative. The facts must be relevant and must be expressed accurately and objectively. Favorable facts to both service positions and taxpayers should be included. Applicable Law — The
applicable authority must be properly invoked and explained (if necessary). Reliant rulings, opinions and decisions should be clearly stated and identified in explanation. Citations are not required when the setting is completely defaulted on facts (such as identity theft issues). However reports should be
instructive for taxpayers. If the setting is supported by multiple sections of the Tax Code, they should all be reflected. For example, to support the non-permission of business expenses, IRC 162(a), normal and necessary business expenses, and IRC 6001, lack of proof, must be incorporated into the
narrative. Taxpayer position - The position of the taxpayer should be stated (in the narrative form) if known. The legal authority, if any, that taxpayers use as the basis of their argument should also be invoked. If the taxpayers have submitted a written position statement, the entire statement in this section
includes or summarizes the statement and includes the entire document in the report as an exhibition. An alternative position is a secondary position that the Service may ultimately rely on if the initial position is not verified. The initial position should be one as a result of greater responsibility when two
positions are taken into account. All alternative positions must be addressed or revised if they do not raise the initial position. Therefore, the examiner must fully document the facts, the law, the taxpayer And conclusions for all alternative situations that may be applicable if the initial position is not stable.
Alternatives should be discussed with the taxpayer, or his authorized representative, before issuing an examination report. An alternative position should be used for the Tax Act, which supports two completely separate positions. For example: When an adjustment is proposed to rule out losses caused by
IRC 183, activities that are not engaged for profit; When the employer does not issue form(s) 1099 and TINs of examining workers may offer to reject the fee as the initial position is not secure. A strong alternative to rejecting the cost is to block backups. See IRM 4.10.8.12.5.1(4) to report writing methods
for this alternative position. When the penalty for fraud is stated, negligence/significant underestimating part of the punishment relating to accuracy should be addressed as an alternative position. When fraudulent failure is stated in the Penalty Case (FFTF), the failure to file a penalty (FTF) should be



addressed as an alternative position. When the penalty relates to the accuracy attributable to a significant underestimate of income tax is not stated in light of claims of negligence or disregard for laws or regulations, it includes a significant underestimate penalty as an alternative position. When significant
underestimating penalties are stated, the negligent part of the penalty relates to accuracy should be addressed as an alternative position in the event tax is reduced resulting in significant other applicable penalties. Resources for alternative positions in unagreed cases: IRM 4.10.6.4, Ultimate Determining
IRM Penalty 4.23.10.16.3, Alternative positions and Whipsaw in cases of UNagreed IRM 20.1.5.3.2, common features of the relevant accuracy and civil fraud penalty IRM 25.1.4.3.10, preparation of pre-prosecution reports included in the information section of the report's initial examination report includes
an alternative issue(s) for which tax calculations are not calculated. Refer to alternative issue tag attachments for facts, law, taxpayer position, and conclusions related to the alternative issue(s). If the taxpayer requests a report reflecting tax calculations arising from the alternative issue(s), the examiner
may produce a report and submit it to the taxpayer. The report should clearly be labeled alternative issues at the top of the report. Facts, law, taxpayer position, and conclusions for an alternative position on an issue will be presented on a separate lead sheet of the initial position. The top of each lead
sheet will be specified for the alternative position of the alternative issue. Lead sheet for replacement Placed behind the unagreed report for the initial position. To back up the alternative position, the examiner shall discuss the issue of preventing backups with the taxpayer and include a lead sheet or Form
886-A including facts, law, taxpayer position, and conclusions, as well as Form 4668-B, employment tax reporting changes, as attached to the unagreed report. Write an alternative issue at the top of the attachments and place behind the unagreed report for the initial position. View IRM Expo 4.23.10-4,
Form 4668-B, the federal income tax review report excluded, for instructions on how to complete Form 4668-B. Do not create separate backups preventing the case or making the case in the ERCS. Form 4665 can be used to move a case to appeal, but examiners must secure Form 4665 or any similar
document does not contain statements or comments intended to influence the appeals decision-making process. This includes recommendations on what appeals should consider and how appeals should resolve the case. One can include an impartial list of un debatable issues and show which, if any,
issues are harmonious. Information about the management conference should be documented on Form 9984, not on Form 4665. If Form 4665 contains statements or comments that may be acquitted as prohibited former Part Communications, or includes prohibited communications, regardless of
whether such content is included as part of a document that is either placed at the top of the case as a transfer or inserted into the case file along with the preparation of the case for transfer to appeal, the document shall be shared by the examiner with the taxpayer and the representative at the time of
submission of the appeal case. Former Part Communications is an oral or written communication between each appellate employee and employees of other IRS functions, without the taxpayer/representative being given the opportunity to participate in communications. Look back. Proc. 2012-18, 2012-10
ER. B 455. For additional information and tips, see IRM 4.2.7, Part's former communication methods, and the former Part Communications website. Cases that require unauthorized or inadvertent disclosure protection with form TDF 15-05.11, sensitive but unclassified (SBU) coating sheet, shall not be
included or referenced in Form 4665. Examples include referring fraud and identifying informants. In general, 30-day letters must be issued individually to taxpayers and representatives. However, if the requirements require a 30-day letter, the examiner should follow the steps of this section. 30-day letters
will be sent through the ordinary unless postal documentation and delivery are deemed necessary. In such cases, certified or registered letters should be used and Return receipt requested. In the case of joint return, follow the procedures in IRM 4.10.1.2.2.1, separate notice requirements, to send a 30-
day letter. A copy of the 30-day letter must be sent to the taxpayer's representative. See IRM 4.10.8.2.3 for additional guidance on sending correspondence to the taxpayer representative. A copy of the letter and a 30-day report must be kept in the file. View IRM 4.10.9.9, file assembly file to close. Field
exam: After issuing a 30-day letter, the file must be updated to the status code 13. Office examination: Examiners must update the file for 15 days using the ERCS 04 operating code. In general, the Procedural Rules Statement does not provide 601.105 (d)(1) to extend the time to respond to a 30-day
letter. However, as a matter of practice, extensions may be granted under reasonable circumstances. Reasonable terms include but are not limited to the following: taxpayers retain an MP and show the need for more time to prepare a meaningful objection. Taxpayers retain a new representative. Illness or
injury of taxpayers or representatives. The issues are complex and require extensive research. Requests for extensions must be in writing and should be the reason(s) why extra time is needed. Since many requests are made over the phone, the extension may be granted orally and approved in writing
after receiving the written request. Extensions should not be granted if the statute of limitations expires within 240 days and the granting of an extension will not leave enough time to process the case. In such circumstances, the extension of the response to a 30-day letter after the extension of the statute
of limitations will be extended. Extensions are granted by a group manager or a designated management authority. Taxpayers must be notified in writing and a specific extended response date. Letter 686, extending the time for some actions, signed by the group administrator, will be used for this purpose.
Extensions are typically granted for more than 30 days unless a specific reason supports extra time. If taxpayers live outside the United States, the 30-day letter must be amended to allow a reasonable period of response. Taxpayers may respond to the 30-day letter in a variety of ways. This section offers
instructions depending on the type of response. If the taxpayer provide additional information after issuing a 30-day letter, the examiner must evaluate the information, then follow the applicable procedures in the table below. If the examination report changes as a result of additional information, follow the
corrected reporting methods in IRM 4.10.8.14(4) through (6). If taxpayers agree to a 30-day letter or reduce full or partial payments, examiners Follow the applicable procedures in the table below: If taxpayers respond to the 30-day letter by appealing to the appellate conference, the examiners must follow
the procedures applicable in this subset. Unless specifically excluded from appeal proceedings, all cases are eligible for the appeals conference if the taxpayer submits sufficient formal written objections (if needed), or request a small case. In order to be considered sufficient, a formal written objection and
a small item request must contain all the information required by Pub 5 (with exceptions referred to in the table below). The adequacy of a protest is generally not based on its substatical content, such as whether the objection contains sufficient actual or legal support. Taxpayers provide a formal written
objection and invoke the Internal Revenue Code §162, but do not provide reasons for their dispute and any real information to support their position as required by Pub 5. So the objection is inadequate; the examiner must return the objection to the taxpayer and grant taxpayers extra time to complete it.
See (3)(d) below. A taxpayer submits a small case request and represents a dispute based solely on inability to pay. The objection is inadequate; the examiner must return the objection to the taxpayer and grant taxpayers extra time to complete it. See (3)(d) below. The taxpayer provided a formal written
objection with the information required by Pub 5, addressing the issues raised in the 30-day letter, the reasons for the dispute, and the actual information to support their position on the issues. The examiner disagrees with the facts of the taxpayer and/or does not adequately support the position of the
taxpayer; however, the objection is enough because it contains all the information required by Pub 5. The examiner must determine whether retaliation is needed before bringing up the case to appeal. See (3)(f) below. When a taxpayer requests an appeal conference, the examiner must follow the
procedures applicable to the table below: When retaliation is required, it must be prepared using Form 886-A and address: statements, facts, and arguments previously presented in the examination report of new arguments or facts put forward by the taxpayer the real difference between the examination
report and the objection of a copy of the retaliation should be appealed to the taxpayer at the time of the case. Examiners use letter 5072, retaliation, to transfer retaliation to taxpayers. Letter 5072 in retaliation shall be joined with taxpayer objections included in the case as included in IRM 4.10.9.9.3 (1)
(e). In order to adhere to the general timeframe for closing a no-deal case from the group, all measures (such as, providing consent, completing or rejecting objections, holding a group director's conference, etc.) must be. Within 20 days of receiving a formal written objection or requesting a small case,
unless required additional development. See IRM 4.10.8.2.4.3. Field test: When taxpayers appeal conference, income factor items remain in status code 13 (see IRM 4.10.8.12.7(6)), unless additional development is required (see IRM 4.10.8.12.9.3 (3)(s) above). If additional development is needed, the
file must be updated to status code 12. Office examination: After receiving a formal written objection or small file request, the case must be updated to the ERCS Action Code 03, the appeal conference application, and the specified cleanup date to 7 days. If additional development is required (see IRM
4.10.8.12.9.3(e) above, the item should be updated to the appropriate ERCS action code depending on the action required next. Once the examiner has completed all measures and the case is ready to close, it should be code 11, managerial review and objections, which are updated by default to today's
cleanup date, and submitted to the group manager. Group administrators use the ERCS Action Code report and overtime cleanup report to monitor cases to ensure timely action, including transferring cases to appeals. If the taxpayer requested a small case or did not file a formal objection written at the
permitted time, but indicated his intention to do so, the examiner should issue: Letter 923, letter extending time to the objection case, or letter 923-C, letter extending time to the objection case (refund claim), or letter 923-D, letter extending time to the objection case (unchanged with settings). Letter 923
(or applicable letter) is sent to taxpayers as a reminder of the protest plan. Letter 923 must be issued nine days after the seven days of calendar after the original 30-day letter expires. The examiner will update the file book using the ERCS 07 operating code. If the 30-day letter is returned in deliverable,
an attempt must be made to obtain the correct address (see IRM 4.10.2.8.4, non-deliverable initial call letters). If the taxpayer determines the correct address, a 30-day letter will be sent to the new address. The period in which taxpayers may respond starts with the date the letter is sent to the new
address. If the taxpayer's correct address cannot be determined and the case leads to a shortage, close the case for issuing a shortage notice to technical services. If the case leads to over-evaluation, close to CCP for processing. If the taxpayer has not submitted a small case request or formal written
objection in response to the 30-day letter and the examiner has taken measures in paragraphs (1) or (2), close the case as follows: Cases must be closed within 20 days of the expiration of the time (including renewal) of the group's objection. If taxpayers provide new information or relevant evidence In the
unconfirmed report, the appellate will release the jurisdiction and return the case to the examination so that the examiner can evaluate the new information and determine the audit. See IRM 8.6.1.6.5, taxpayers provide new information. The examiner must document the subject of the lead sheet(s) and
support for work images to reflect the assessment of new information or evidence. In addition, the examiner must follow the table below to determine the appropriate measures required. The procedures in this subset are for non-ducted items. For docketed cases see IRM 4.2.1.8.4, Docketed case assisted
examination. If the taxpayer raises a new issue to appeal, the appeal will release jurisdiction and return the case to the examination so that the examiner can assess the new issue and determine the audit. See IRM 8.6.1.6.4, taxpayer increases the new issue. The examiner should create an issue-(s) lead
sheet and support work images to reflect the assessment of the new issue. In addition, the examiner must follow the table below to determine the appropriate measures needed: If the appeal has already published the jurisdiction of the case and returned to the examination for additional work, it must
remain in the statute of limitations for at least 180 days when the case is received a second time on appeal. The group must allow at least 30 days for the transportation and processing of an item through technical services. Therefore, 210 days must remain in the statutes when the case of the group is
closed. The time spent by examiners to prepare an unconfirmed report and accompany the explaning lead sheets or standard explanations under the direct examination time (DET) will be charged to the case. The time spent by examiners will be reported in the activities of the 30-day letter (including
protest investigations, and follow-up letters) using the non-review activity code 646. The preparation of the report (including explanate lead sheets or standard descriptions) has not been reported under the activity code 646. Introductory letters (30 days) are used to furnish taxpayers a copy of the
examination report and advise their appeal rights when they do not agree with the results of an examination. Refer to procedural rules statement 601.105(d) - thirty-day letters and objections for legal authority and additional explanation. Generally, 30-day letters include: Tax Compliance Officers (TCO) -
Letter 915 (issued with the first report) Field Examination of Domestic and International Business Compliance - Letter 950-Z Transitional/Transitional Cases - Letter 955. View IRM 4.10.13.3, transfer transfer liability. Initial (30-day) letter procedures on income, property, gifts, consumption, and employment
taxes are applicable. In each appeal, 365 days must remain in the statutes that receive the case. The group must take at least 30 days to process taking into view the requirements of the statute. Managerial interference In indiscriminate cases. A preliminary letter field group (30 days) generally should not
be issued to taxpayers unless the director has contacted the taxpayer and/or the mp to try to resolve the tax controversy and reach an agreement. If the file is an item without display/without response, the administrator will confirm that the address verification has been made. These efforts will be
documented in the file. Form 9984 may be used for this purpose. Fast Track Settlement (FTS) is available in LB&I cases. The FTS may have started at any time after a fully developed issue. For more information, see IRM 4.51.4, LB&I/Appeals Fast Track Settlement Program (FTS). Letters are issued in
cases of change and in no case a change involving disrespect filled with claims for refunds. Exceptions are fraudulent cases involving criminal prosecutions and deceptive/non-file cases when appeals are not competent. For deceptive filers/nonfilers, examiners use the 1963 letter, Frivolous Filer reported
a transitional examination, to transfer the report and explain why administrative appeal rights are not applicable. If a review of a return leads to a deficiency or overassess that offset (no shortage or excessive evaluation results) by carrying net operating loss, limited interest calculations may be required. If
taxpayers disagree with the results of the review, they will afford the same opportunity to appeal the hearing, as if the shortfall/valuation is too involved. IRC 6651 (f), counterfeit-to-file (FFTF) cases - part of the FFTF penalty attributable to the amount of tax shown in the return is not assessable immediately
and by the method of deficiency. To ensure that the facts of a particular case support fraud, and because of the assessment of the FFTF penalty attributable to the amount shown in the return will not be reviewed by the Tax Court, all 30-day letters proposing FFTF penalties must be reviewed and
approved by the District Counsel before issuing. In addition, the period of limitations in the evaluation of such a part will not be suspended by issuing notices for the other sector. The reporting forms used to provide audit findings for an un agreed case are similar to those used for agreed cases, and
instructions apply to complete the agreed report in general. However, these unsealed reporting forms do not include a signature line for taxpayer consent to be evaluated and collected. Agreed cases are except of agreed cases. See IRM 4.10.8.5.2 for instructions for waiver preparation (Form 870). There
is also no statement regarding the district manager's acceptance of the report. The following reporting forms are used for cases without growth. Using Form 4549–A is optional for office examination instead of Form 4549. In certain cases, separate assessments may be required for taxpayers who Shared
return. For example, when only one spouse signs an agreement and the shortfall is not paid in full, it may require an assessment of the agreement, or obliges the spouse in order to protect the statute of limitations for those taxpayers while un agreed procedures apply to the other spouse. Similarly, a
separate assessment must be made when only one spouse does not petition the tax court after receiving a 90-day letter. In these circumstances, separate assessments are carried out using MFT 31, as long as SSNs are valid (without asterisks). If invalid, non-master file procedures found in IRM 21.7.12
and IRM 3.17.46 will apply. Although the assessment will be carried out on the obligatory spouse, no notice will be collected until the case is finally resolved (and the assessment is set up if necessary). By that time the MFT 31 assessment will be launched for the other spouse. If only one spouse signs
enough objections that request an appeal and no response is received from the other spouse, the case will normally be appealed until there is enough time in the statute of limitations for both spouses. In other words, a signature on the objection may be enough. However, if a spouse agrees and a protest,
a separate assessment may be required on the obligatory spouse, especially if the statute of limitations for that spouse is imminent. In any case, note in Form 3198 that a spouse has signed a waiver, so CCP can calculate interest accordingly. If one spouse agrees and the other does not respond to the
30-day letter, it requires a separate assessment of the spouse before submitting the case to technical services for the 90-day letter procedures. Steps to create an MFT 31 account: Request the creation of an MFT 31 account for the spouse obliged by preparing Form 3177. The top part of Form 3177 will
be completed using the initial SSN. In the other section, place TC 971 in the empty box, and in line mode the action code 102 (Action Code 103 is used if both spouses are discredited but only a tax court petition after receiving the 90-day letter). Also on the other line SSN obliged spouse (agree) referred
to as XREF SSN: XXX-XX-XXXX. Complete the MFT code (30) and the tax period (a separate form of 3177 is required for each year). TC 971 and the appropriate operating code in MFT 30 account will create an MFT 31 account for the XREF SSN listed. Send or fax Form 3177 to the CCP/FORT
Administrator and request a partial assessment on the spouse obliged: Forms 3198, 5344 and examination report are required in addition to Form 3177. Note on Form 3198VC 971 on each form attached 3177. Include your name and fax number so that CCP can fax you a copy of Form 5344 after a
partial assessment. Form 5344 shows MFT 30 and primary SSN. On the top left of 5344 put the S in the blank after AMCLS. About 56 put either P or S depending on whether the assessment is on the primary or secondary spouse. This is a handy entry, so if RGS does not print Form 5344 with this
information, it can be hand-written on the form. Send or fax these forms to your CCP/FORT administrator, while you still keep the file. Continue normal procedures without support for the opposing spouse/petition. A fellow IMFOLT and/or copy of Form 5344 received from the case process indicates that a
partial assessment was made on the other spouse at MFT 31. Close the item as you normally would (including RGS CEAS), but note in Form 3198 that manual closure is required according to the MFT 31 assessment. Examiners may refer to IRM 21.6.8, Split Stomal Assessments (MFT 31/MFT 65) for
additional information. A copy of the lead sheet of the examiner relating to each issue set up will be attached to the report form to explain the adjusted items. A separate lead sheet should be used for each setting. If the setting is applicable for more than a year, the settings should be shown on a combined
lead sheet. The following template should be used for field test cases: title - each lead sheet must be numbered and title to match the setting in the audit report. View IRM 4.10.9.7.2, Workpapers: Indexing. Lead sheet should reflect the amount per return, the amount per audit, and the resulting setting.
Facts - Each lead sheet will include a statement of facts that is set on an basis. The statement must be narrative. The facts must be relevant and must be expressed accurately and objectively. Favorable facts to both service positions and taxpayers should be included. Applicable Law — The applicable
authority must be properly invoked and explained (if necessary). The rulings, opinions and decisions reliant on it are supposed to be clearly stated and identified in the explanation. Citations do not have to be useful when set entirely in facts, or when they serve no purpose. However reports should be
instructive for taxpayers. Taxpayer position - The position of the taxpayer should be stated (in the narrative form) if known. The legal authority, if any, that taxpayers use as the basis of their argument should also be invoked. If the taxpayers have submitted a written position statement, the entire statement
in this section includes or summarizes the statement and includes the entire document in the report as an exhibition. Reasoning - relates facts, as previously stated, to the reference mentioned through narrative discussion to support the service's position. It also includes the service's rejection of the
taxpayer's position. The examiner's argument will be included in the new lead law section of the applicable issue Conclusion - Briefly provide the conclusion of the service position. Copies of any lead sheet number that is used as an appendix to the examination report may be modified to remove additional
information (e.g., cross-referral work paper, audit procedures that were not used during the audit, etc.) that can be used without use to the taxpayer or representative. An alternative position for an issue in a case without support is a secondary position that the Service may ultimately rely on if the initial
position cannot be verified. An alternative position is recommended because the appeal will not raise new issues in general. Therefore, the examiner should plan all alternative situations that may be applicable if the initial position is stable. Primary and secondary cases will usually look at a different set of
law and arguments. Given this, tax calculations for an alternative position may differ from the initial position. An alternative position should be used for the Tax Act, which supports two completely separate positions. For example, when the adjustment is proposed to reject business expenses according to
IRC 183, entertainment loss regulations; The initial position should be larger than the debt when two positions are taken into view. An alternative position is not required for adjustments supported by multiple sections of the Tax Code for a position. For example, to support non-acceptance of business
expenses, IRC 162(a), normal and necessary business expenses, and IRC 6001, non-proof, may be incorporated in an adjustment explanation. The alternative position should be discussed with the taxpayer, or their authorized representative before issuing the examination report. The alternative position
report should be included in the report submitted to the taxpayer. Facts, law, taxpayer position, and conclusions for an alternative position on an issue will be presented on a separate lead sheet of the initial position. If tax calculations are changed due to an alternative location, a separate form 4549–A will
be prepared from the initial position in addition to a separate lead sheet. The top of each of these reporting forms for the alternative position will specify alternative issues. The alternative position report will be placed behind the report containing the initial position. For unagreed cases involving multiple
issues it will not be necessary to prepare alternative tax calculations in Form 4549–A for any combination of alternative issues. Form 4549–A and the lead sheet will be prepared suitable for the initial issues. However, only lead sheets will be prepared for alternative issues. If a partial agreement is to be
regulated in relation to solidarity (e.g. whipsaw) and taxpayer requests Agree to a non-correlational adjustment(s) secure form 870. Form 870 in particular should have the case that the correlation setting(s) is/not shown in the calculations of deficiency or over-evaluation. Preventing backups is a strong
alternative position in a case where the employer does not issue Form 1099 and does not receive TIN from workers. Methods to prevent backups can be found in IRM 4.23.8.13, IRC 3406 – Prevent backups. Negligence/significant underestimating part of the penalty relates to the accuracy of the standard
alternative position when declaring a fraud penalty. Failure to file a penalty (FTF) position is a standard alternative to the fraudulent failure to file a penalty (FFTF). When the penalty relates to the accuracy attributable to a significant underestimate of income tax is not stated due to claims of negligence or
disregard for laws or regulations, an unagreed report will include a significant understating as an alternative position. Resources for alternative position in Unagreed cases: IRM 4.10.6.4 - Finalize IRM Penalty Designation 4.23.10.16.3 - Alternative Positions and Whipsaw in Unagreed IRM 20.1.5 Cases
3.2 - Common Features of Relevant Health and Civil Fraud Penalties IRM 25.1.4.3.10 - Prepares a report before the overall prosecution, a preliminary (30-day) letter allowing taxpayers 30 days to appeal their case. The following form letters, specific to the case type, are used for this purpose: Letter 950
— for direct deficiency, over-direct evaluation, or mixed deficiency; and over-evaluation of field examination cases; letter 950 - Z - for direct deficiency, over-direct evaluation, and Either mixed deficiencies and overassess, field of internal and international business examination compliance cases; Letter
3391 — for non-filers; Letter 1125 - To prepare penalty cases; Limited interest items — the examiner will need to prepare and the administrator will confirm a template letter after the form letters listed above. No form letter is available due to uncereal use. The letter should address the issue of restricted
interest rather than shortfalls or excessive tax assessments. Refer to IRM 4.10.8.12.6 for current guidance on using Form 4665. Introductory letters (30 days) will include the following documents: appropriate form letter; examination and waiver report; Publication 3498, The Examination Process (or
Publications 1, 5, and 594). Publication 3498 should always be enclosed with the initial letter (30 days) even if the previous report or letter has been made available to it. (Pub 3498 is not required if the 950-Z letter is issued.) Letters will be sent by the regular unless necessary to the postal document and
delivery is taken into view. In such cases, a certified or registered letter must be used and a return receipt should be requested. Preparatory letters (30 days) must be prepared by the examiner, and can include the name of the examiner or the name of the group manager, as a status decree, in the contact
area of the letter. The authority to sign and issue letters is delegated to the group managers. In the case of a joint return, a full initial letter will be sent to each spouse. A copy of the introductory letter must be sent to the taxpayer representative. A copy of the introductory letter will be kept in the file. After
sending a preliminary letter, the file will be held in the group's suspended files. Managers will ensure adequate controls for cases in 30-day status. In general, the Procedural Rules Statement 601.105 (d)1 provides for no extension of the time to respond to preliminary letters (30 days). However, as a
matter of practice, extensions may be granted under reasonable circumstances. Reasonable terms include but are not limited to the following: taxpayers retain an MP and require more time to prepare a meaningful objection, taxpayers retain the new MP, disease or damage taxpayers or representatives,
or the issues are complex and require extensive investigation. Requests for extensions must be in writing and should be the reason(s) why extra time is needed. Since many requests are made over the phone, the extension may be granted orally and approved in writing after receiving the written request.
Extensions should not be granted if the statute of limitations expires within 240 days and the granting of an extension will not leave enough time to process the case. In such circumstances, an extension to respond to an initial letter after the amendment of the statute of limitations will be provided.
Extensions are granted by a group manager or a designated management authority. Taxpayers must be notified in writing and a specific extended response date. For this purpose, letter 686 will be used. Extensions are typically granted for more than 30 days unless a specific reason supports extra time. If
taxpayers live outside the United States, the 30-day letter must be amended to allow a reasonable period of response. If the examination report changes after a 30-day letter is issued, follow the revised reporting procedures and request an agreement. If the taxpayer does not agree to the corrected report,
appropriately take the following steps: If the corrected report reduces the previous examination report and no new issues have been raised, the case can be closed after the initial 30 days expire. No new The letter is required. A new 30-day letter will be issued if the corrected report raises a new issue(s)
or the proposed shortfall increases, if there is enough time left on the statute of limitations. If the signed agreement form (or full payment is not designated as Deposit 6603) is received in response to the preliminary letter, the file will be closed from the group within 10 days from the date on which the
report is received using agreed closing procedures. If the taxpayer represents an agreement with part of the report, the request for an agreement is partial. If a partial agreement is received, according to irm 4.10.8.6 process. The case will remain pending a 30-day suspension pending an outcry or default
for the remaining issues. If the waiver is not signed, but a partial remittance is received (not specifically designated as a deposit on the nature of deposit 6603) the payment will not be treated as partial tax payments unless the taxpayer determines it as such. Contact taxpayers by phone to ask if the
payment was intended to pay taxes or a deposit of 6603. Document the conversation in the file. If the taxpayer cannot be reached, the draft will not receive a follow-up letter to inform our taxpayers of objection or waiver signed or agreed to settings; If the taxpayer was contacted and agreed with all the
adjustments but could not pay total responsibility at the time and considered the remittance to pay a partial, the taxpayer signed a waiver and determined whether the taxpayer was eligible for the installment agreement. Process the payment as a partial payment. Keep the payment until the waiver is
received. If the payment was intended as a deposit of 6603, advise taxpayers that if we do not receive an objection or signed waiver, a short notice will be issued. Taxpayers may respond with an appeal. The procedure for appeal below applies to field assistance as well as to the field/examination office.
Appeal - Field/Office examinations for each case where the total amount of additional tax proposal, added to taxes and penalties, over-evaluation proposals, or reimbursement claims, credits, or discounts for each tax period, do not exceed $25,000, an appeal is made using small case procedures. These
procedures require a written appeal to appeal, which reflects changes that taxpayers do not agree with and any reason to disagree. A case with a shortfall of more than $25,000 requires an official written objection. If the taxpayer submits a formal written objection it will be reviewed in the group As
determined by the management, within seven days of receiving to determine whether: objection is sufficient, required to further develop by the examiner, the examiner's report must be amended, the taxpayer's written objection includes the required documents. The taxpayer's official written objection
should include: a statement that taxpayers want to reconsider the findings of the examiner to the Office of Appeal; the name and address of the taxpayer and the telephone number throughout the day; a copy of the letter indicating the proposed changes and findings are being objected to or the dates and
symbols of the letter; tax periods or the years involved; the itemized schedule of settings with which the taxpayer does not agree; A fact supporting the position of the taxpayer is competing on any real issue; a statement that shows the law or other authority, if any, that taxpayers rely on; and declare the
truth for item f above under the penalty of lies. This may be done by adding the following signed declaration to the protest document: Under the penalties of lying, I declare that I have reviewed the statement of facts expressed in this objection, including any accompanying documents and, in the best
possible form of knowledge and belief, true, true and complete. The above is described to be included. It said: The representative has prepared the objection and accompanying documents, and whether the representative personally knows that the facts contained in the protest and accompanying the
documents are true and true. The objection must be returned to the taxpayer if incomplete and additional time is granted to complete the document. Signing only one spouse in protest of a joint return does not make the protest inadequate. The case should be returned to the examiner for further
development if the objection contains a review of the information guarantee. Returned items for additional development should be considered priority work and considered expedited. If the examiner or the group's director feels that there is something in protest that does not change the resolve, but requires
further comment or explanation and its nature is not confidential, retaliation can be prepared and included in the case before submitting to the appeal. If retaliation is made, a copy must also be made available to the taxpayer. Appeals did not return cases for further development. In an effort to resolve
issues, obtain an agreement, and limit the burden on taxpayers, the group's director should try to discuss disputed issues with taxpayers (delegates). If an agreement cannot be reached, the case will be appealed. If taxpayers verbally request transfers For an appeal, and a written objection is complete,
the case will be promptly sent to the local appellate office serving the transition area. This procedure applies even if taxpayers request a hearing at the Appeals Office other than one of the services of the transfer area. The fact that a legal notice of shortfall has been issued to taxpayers prevents the
transfer of objectionable lawsuits to appeals for: other taxable periods of the same taxpayer, other types of taxes for the same taxable periods for the same taxpayer, or proposals on compromises covering the same type of taxes and the same taxpayer tax periods. Appeals can also apply for jurisdiction
over cases described in (13) above. A case can be moved to appeal with a copy of the taxpayer's return if: the account copy is attached to the recurring return; Appeals for additional information or further confirmation of the facts in a protest case will be completed quickly. Field test - If the protest taxpayer
is not filed at the permitted time, but indicated his intention to do so, Letter 923 will allow taxpayers to send an additional 15 days to file a protest. Letter 923 must be issued nine days after the calendar seven days after the original initial letter expires. If the introductory letter is returned to the address in
the file as non-deliverable, then an attempt will be made to obtain the correct address. If the taxpayer determines the correct address, a preliminary letter will be sent to the new address. The period in which taxpayers may respond starts with the date of the letter was sent to the new address. If the correct
address of the taxpayer cannot be determined, then the file will be processed as specified in IRM 4.10.8.13.11. No follow-up action should be taken if the introductory letter proposes excessive assessment or rejection of an allegation without changes in tax liability. The file must be closed as specified in
IRM 4.10.8.13.11. If no response has been received to a follow-up letter, the file will be processed as specified in IRM 4.10.8.13.11. Files will be immediately closed from the group within 20 days of the expiration of the time (including renewal) allowed to file a protest. Shortage cases - Legal notice of
deficiency is prepared and issued by technical services when no response to the introductory letter (30 days) was received according to the following conditions: it seems reasonable that the taxpayer or authorized representative receives the preliminary (30 days) letter or, if not received, the service exerts
an effort due to in determining the last known address of the taxpayer. The taxpayer is temporarily away and It is expected to return in a reasonable period of time, or after a reasonable extension has been granted. Follow-up action was carried out without success. Notification required by IRC 534 (b)
relating to claims of unreasonable accumulation of income and profits, has been issued. See IRM 4.8.9.4, when issued, for examination group instructions. Regardless of the conditions specified in paragraph 2 above, if the statute of limitations expires within 150 days and the taxpayer does not enforce
the consent of extending the statute of limitation period, it will be issued within the period specified by law. See IRM 4.8.9.4. Over-evaluation of the proposal — if taxpayers fails to respond to an initial letter advising of the proposed over-evaluation (settings that reduce tax liability over tax liability increase
adjustments), the case will be closed from group to case processed for evaluation evaluation too. Disqualification claim - If taxpayers fail to respond to an initial letter advising them of disrespect for this claim, a notice will be issued that technical services reject the claim. If there is no change in tax liability
(not deficiencies or overassess), form 3198 indicates, Letter No. 906 is to reject the final full claim, enclosed within the case. If this claim is denied in part by overassessing the result, the show in Form 3198, Letter 905, is the final minor claim of disrespectful letter, enclosed inside the case file. Both letter
contains several lines for the examiner to insert reasons for disrespect. Completing the letter except the date, includes reasons for disrespect, and inserting the letter inside the file above. Employment Tax Cases - Preliminary letter (30 days) in employment tax cases will be issued to advise taxpayers of all
proposed adjustments without agreement to their tax liabilities and conclude in no case the change relating to disrespect in full of claims for repayment is reached. In general, if there is no valid objection to the employment tax case, the shortfall will be closed without issuing a legal notice. However,
examiners must refer to IRM 4.23.22.8.6, without responding to the 30-day letter, for additional information when the proposed tax includes IRC 7436 issues. Limited interest cases - If the taxpayer fails to respond to the special letter within the permitted period of time, tax liability will be regulated as
proposed in the examination report. View AIMS processing methods in IRM 4.4.1, introduction, to learn more about limited interest assessments. Time spent by examiners to prepare an unconfirmed report and accompanying explaning lead sheets under direct examination time (DET) will be charged to
the case. Time spent by examiner on 30-day letter activities (including 30-day preparation Letters, objection reviews, and follow-up letters) will be reported using the non-review activity code 646. The preparation of the report (including explanate lead sheets) has not been reported under the activity code
646. When the 30-day activity begins, the file must be withdrawn from the agent's balance and kept in the manager's office. The case should be updated to code 13 status in AIMS when the initial letter is sent to the taxpayer of the group. If a preliminary letter of technical services is sent, the file will be
updated to the status of code 22 AIMS statute table 4.1, at the group level, including items in the status codes 9–18. The AIMS 4.0 table, for technical service workers, will include items in the status code 22. If you need further development after starting the initial letter activities, the file will be returned to
the examiner and under the time of direct examination, the status code 12 will be reactivate. This section includes instructions for correcting reports, including errors. Revisions to reports are considered corrected reports when changes are made to reports issued with 30-day letters or reports signed by
taxpayers. Reports that are revised due to additional information provided during the examination (before a letter or 30-day agreement) should be preserved in work images. If a closing letter (such as Letter 590 or Letter 987) has been sent to the taxpayer, reopening procedures must be followed before
the taxpayer proposes inclement changes. View IRM 4.10.8.9, claim. The signed waiver and error benefit the taxpayer - if the error in the calculations of deficiencies, excessive assessments or penalties shown in the previously executed/waiver report is made in the taxpayer's interest, a revised report will
be prepared. A copy should be given to the taxpayer; however, no signatures are required in the new report/waiver. Note in the corrected report, refer to the taxpayer's signature in the dated report (dated). Signed waivers and errors are not in the taxpayer's interest - if the error is against the taxpayer
(more taxes due or less reimbursement), the examiner has two alternatives. Prepare a corrected report and request a new waiver. If the taxpayer does not agree to the corrected report, follow partially agreed procedures; The group or error detection function will prepare a note to the CCP signed by the
appropriate delegated authority. Place the note at the top of the report in the file. A corrected report should be prepared as this: write Corrected Report throughout the top of the corrected report. In the information section or other statements, they write, This report reports the dated (date) supersedes.
Taxpayers' signatures are only about to be required Report if the change is in the government's interest, as one, more taxes or less reimbursement. Uncorrected procedures are applicable if taxpayers oppose the corrected report. Consider each year separately without a net of tax periods. New waivers
may need to be requested even if the net effect of reforms may benefit taxpayers. The original report will be noted throughout the above, the report supersed by the dated report (dated). Both the original and corrected reports are included in the file. Note in Form 3198 the report has been corrected. This
section includes review issues that require calculations on a standard form. When a setting is suggested in each of these fields, the applicable form must be completed and attached to the examination report to clarify how to determine the setting. Use form 1914, authorized MACRS
calculations/ACRS/depreciation deductions, access via RGS (or equivalent application), to calculate permitted depreciation costs. Worksheets must be allocated in cases where passive loss, permitted loss and permitted loss (suspended, shipped) shall be allocated among various passive activities so
that activities can be properly reported in later years. Any adjustment to the net operating loss deduction should be fully explained in the report. Adjustment in Form 4549 shall be identified as carrying NOL with the source year identified or NOL shipped with the year of the source identified. The examiner
should refer to IRM 4.11.11, net agent loss items, when setting net agent losses. The examiner should be aware that the net agent loss deduction may lead to the competence of the Joint Committee. View IRM 4.36.2, identify joint committee files. Examiners should also note that the net operating loss
deduction usually requires limited interest calculations. For examination methods on these cases, look at IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. A report that proposes adjustment to the net operating loss deduction should include all calculations necessary to explain the full year of the source and the amount of any net
operating losses. Calculations will include changes required by IRC 172(d). Form 3621, net operating loss calculations - individuals and companies, and property trusts, may be used for these calculations. Nol companies and individual NOL worksheets may be found in the special applications section of
the RGS website. The report should include calculations of the amount of net operating loss allowed each year. Calculations will include the loss changes required by IRC 172(b)(2). Form 3621–A, Computation of a Net Operating Loss Deduction for Intervening Years Modifications, may be used for this
computation. IRC 6411 allows taxpayers to apply for refunds or credits using Form 1045 (for individuals) or Form 1139 (for companies); Taxation is not a claim. The examiner should be aware that pilot allowances are special limited interest cases. Campus calculates and pays limited interest when
tentative refunds are processed. See IRM 4.10.8.15.3.4. The examination report reflects the reimbursement or credit tentative allowance described below. Adjust net operating loss deduction (NOLD) - the report should show the correct NOLD value. If NOLD is fully allowed, the whole NOLD will be shown
as the setting. If NOLD is not allowed, setting the report will be zero. Tax revenue as shown in the report - tax revenue per return (or as previously adjusted) is the amount before the pilot allowance processing. Report taxpayer reviews prepared in any guidelines in this section, and report examinations



with the following on high margins for the use of case-only processing - preparing this examination report using RGS (this will ensure that Form 5344 is correct). Taxable income must reflect taxable income as previously adjusted by the inclusion of the experimental carry per copy. Taxes are previously
regulated - taxes as previously regulated should include any tax cuts allowed in the processing of the pilot allowance. The report should include a program that shows tax calculations as previously set. Examples of a report after the pilot allowance — Statistics: Company X files its 1992 Form 1120 on time.
Taxable income is $888,888 and taxes are $302,222. In 1995 there was a net operating loss of $30,000. On 4/30/96, Form 1139 has been filed and the company received a refund of $10,200. Returns from 1992 and 1995 are examined. Example 1: The test does not lead to any changes to 1995. So
NOLD is fully allowed in 1992. There is no change in taxes as the company has already received a tentative refund. Visit Exhibit 4.10.8-10. Example 2: A survey leads to additional income in 1995 of $17,000. This reduces NOLD to $13,000. There was a shortage in 1992 of $5,780 because the company
received a tentative refund based on NOLD of $30,000. See Exhibit 4.10.8-11. Example 3: A survey of earnings in 1995 of $50,000. This will destroy NOLD. There is a shortage of $10,200 as the company received a tentative refund of $10,200. Visit Exhibit 4.10.8-12. Interest is charged on tax shortfalls
under IRC 6601 for the period when taxpayers had the use of government money, or in over-assessment or overpaying under IRC 6611 for when the government paid taxpayer money. In most cases, the period for which interest is charged or paid to the taxpayer begins in due course of return. Exam
changes that follow this rule are called general settings. Examples include To the costs, changes in revenue, increase or decrease in a current credit, and adjustments made to losses/credits carried forward from previous years. The accrual period of interest is shorter, or limited if there are certain
deductions, credits or items of income. Exam changes in these cases are called limited settings. Examples include net operating loss, loss of capital, or carrying credit from a year later. In these cases, interest is calculated from the due year of the source of the carry item. This is also called an effective
date of restricted adjustment. See IRM Expo 20.2.1-1, limited interest regulations, which list deductions, credits, or income items and code provisions that limit interest. Items with limited interest settings are complex and require special handling. Ungrew cases are sent to appeal through technical services.
Cases agreed with a specific refund of more than $2 million ($5 million for C corporations) will be sent to the Joint Review Committee at LB&I. For more information on the criteria of the Joint Committee, see IRM 4.36, The Joint Committee Procedures. Agreed cases that do not meet the criteria of the Joint
Committee will be sent to technical services to prepare if form 2285 requires the simultaneous determination of deficiencies. After the first part of Form 2285 for LB&amp;I coordinated the industry case is completed, SB/SE Technical Services or LB&I Joint Committee Review shall send a copy of the form
to the team coordinator for its inclusion in the historical filing. If arbitrators or CCP personnel have any questions about calculations for any form 2285, they should contact the examiner who prepared the report for impeachment before sending it back to the group. Form 2285 is required when there are
one or more criteria of the following three criteria: both general settings and limited settings; carry adjustments from more than one tax period; or more than a limited interest calculation date. In these cases that require Form 2285, the examiner's report should clearly reflect the adjustments to carry or
reclaim NOLs or credits. The setting in the examination report should reflect the year of the source of the carriage, as one carries the NOL of the YYYYMM tax year. CCP will use form 2285 completed to calculate interest for the tax year(s) in the examination report. Look at IRM 4.10.8.15.13 for further
pending interest guidelines. In complex cases with multiple limited settings, it is suggested that the examiner prepare a joint committee spreadsheet for the applicable period(s). View IRM 4.36.3.6.5, Joint Committee spreadsheets. Agreed cases that do not meet the qualification amount of the Joint
Committee and do not require Form 2285 must be submitted to CCP in status code 51. To help CCP in calculations regulating limited interest, examiners must reflect Year of carriage in the Settings section of the examination report and identification of tax periods containing limited adjustments in Form
3198. In applying these rules, examiners must disregard any limited adjustments indicating the pilot allowance filed in Form 1045 or Form 1139, which has been accepted as filed. This is because when taxes are paid, the campus function automatically generates a limited interest calculation. For all cases
with limited interest, Form 4549, or other appropriate form, with all identified settings must be included in other information below or similar statement; In such cases, some or all interest is calculated from a date other than the due date of return. Additional language should be added to explain the
computing period, for example: The interest allocated to carrying your NOL since 2014, returned from its due date, is calculated 4/15/2015. Under IRC 6404(g), interest is suspended from MM/DD/YYYYy to MM/DD/YYYY. Your tentative refund filed in form (1045 or 1139) for YYYYMM has been (fully or
partially) unen effectable. Interest related to this adjustment is limited to the due date of return of the source year. This is because one or more adjustments are a limited setting. The tax related to this adjustment has a different interest calculation date than the return. See IRM 4.10.8.3.3. In such cases, the
examiner must ask for the taxpayer's agreement. Mention Form 3198 with limited interest applies to yr ___ by checking the applicable box and filling in the blank for years. If form 2285 is not required, check the box in the Special Features section. If you need Form 2285, check the box in the forward
section to technical services. For a step-by-step decision model for handling limited interest items, look at the limited interest decision chart at Expo 4.10.8-13. Taxpayer names or address changes require the examiner to complete Form 2363, the master of the entity change file, to be received as soon as
the notification is clear and hidden. View IRM 4.10.2.11, change taxpayers from address, to learn more about clear and hidden notification and complete Form 2363. The examiner must also complete Form 2363, when there is an authorized/agreed change to the status of the taxpayer filing. The examiner
must send Form 2363 to CCP EEfax as soon as possible. Visit the CCP website for CCP EEfax exam numbers. For more information, see IRM 4.4.11, AIMS/Processing, Entity Changes. Treas. Reg. 1.6013–1(a)(1) Do not allow spouses to From the joint return to a separate return, unless returned
prematurely (no matter any extension of the time to the file) or the spouse then returns the file separately. A separate return is a superstitious return. A separate return filed by the executor - In certain circumstances, the surviving spouse may return jointly for years of death if an executor or manager is not
determined by certain times. IRC 6013(a)(3), and Treas. Reg. 1.6013–1(d)(3) &amp; (4). A performer or manager for a decete person may make the joint return filed by the surviving spouse unpleasant. See IRC 6013(f)(4) and Treas. Reg. 1.6013–1(d)(5). Invalid joint elections - Sometimes after
processing a joint return, it becomes clear that the joint election is not valid even though the return, itself, is valid for the purposes of IRC 6011 and IRC 6012. Some of the reasons may not be a valid joint election include: taxpayers were not married, the return was not signed by both parties, the return was
signed under pressure (Treas. Reg. 1.6013-4(d)), the signature of a spouse was forged. A return that has not been signed may be corrected by obtaining a valid signature using letter 2348, declaration (2) of the letter. Also, the return may be treated as signed by creating both spouses intending a shared
return file. See Federbus v. Commissioner, 34 T.C. 740, 757 (1960), aff'd per curiam, 325 F.2d 1 (2d Cir. 1963). When closing the separate return of a person whose social security number is first listed (primary taxpayers) on invalid joint returns, the following steps should be taken: prepare a report using
the correct filing status and only the income, deduction and credits of the primary taxpayer. Request an agreement from the taxpayer. Follow normal agreed/no-deal methods. Show only one name in Form 5344. Prepare Form 2363 to correct the name line to reflect the primary taxpayer only and correct
the filing status in the account. Check the following transaction code boxes in Form 2363:013 and 016, and enter the appropriate filing status code into the FSC box. See IRM 4.10.8.15.4, Form 2363, for more information. Check the Form 2363 box in the Enclosed Forms section of Form 3198. If the file
does not currently include a separate return for the person removed from the shared return, the return must be requested (if needed to return). That return should be closed along with the joint return with instructions to the CCP function so that the return is processed as a main return. If a return is required
and has not been filed, seek an alternative to the procedures to return to evaluation against someone who has their name removed from the joint return. Spouses who originally filed returns on a separate basis may find it in their best interest to use common tax calculations. To switch from separate to
taxpayer shared return status may file Returning or amending Form 1040X. For tax years starting on or after July 31, 1996 (as in the 1997 calendar year), it is not necessary to pay the taxes shown on the common returns entirely as a condition of choosing a common status. IRC 6020() allowed the
minister to prepare a return for taxpayers who fails to and file back if the taxpayer discloses all the information necessary to prepare the return. If taxpayers sign a return prepared by the secretary, the return may be received as a taxpayer return. If the taxpayer fails to return, or makes a false or fraudulent
return, IRC 6020(b) allows the Minister to return from his knowledge and from such information that he can obtain through testimony or otherwise. IRC 6065 requires that the return must be included or approved by a written declaration that it is made under the penalty of lies. Joint return filing status under
IRC 6013 (a) on spouses making an election and considering the common return file. Accordingly, the Service may prepare joint filing status on behalf of the taxpayer on its return and does not choose signs under the authority of IRC 6020 (b). See Millsap v. Commissioner, 91 T.C. 926 (1988), acq. in
result, 1991–2 C.B. 1 (filing status used by IRS in preparing return under IRC 6020(b) does not bind taxpayers in later deficiency proceeding). Form 870 signed by spouses is not returned under IRC 6020 (a) and it is not an election for the joint return scheme under IRC 6013. The holding also applies to
Form 1902, the Report on Individual Income Tax Audit Changes (Outdated 1988), and Form 4549, the Report on Changes to the Income Tax Review, and any forms of succession in these forms, as these documents do not claim to have returns and contain jorat with the penalty of the lying clause. If
married taxpayers fail to implement a joint return, the examiner will have to close the case without support using the filing status other than the marriage joint filing. In general, the filing status of these taxpayers will marry separately. Based on the facts and circumstances, the examiner must determine
whether a return is needed for one or both taxpayers. 2005-59 See Rev. IRC 6013(b)(2)(A) requires that taxpayers conduct a joint return election within three years of the original tax return due date (regardless of renewal). IRC 6013(b)(2)(b) requires that taxpayers make a joint return election before the
postal short notice for that year to both spouses if the spouse files a timely petition with the Tax Court according to that year. IRC 6013(b)(2)(C) requires that taxpayers have a joint return election before starting a suit in each court to recover any portion of the tax for such a tax year. IRC 6013(b)(2)(D)
requires taxpayers to conduct a joint return election before both spouses enter The closing agreement is compromised in light of such taxable year, or before any civil or criminal case arising from both spouses in light of such taxable year. If the revised returns are received during the examination,
examiners will generally examine the revised returns to determine whether the reported tax is correct. After receiving the return and to the extent deemed necessary, the examination will be carried out as soon as possible. The revised return received from the taxpayer will remain with the file during the
examination, with or without remittances. Separate files must be set up for each spouse because each file will be closed under their document locator number (DLN) in general, the initial file will be the first SSN shown in the shared return and the secondary file will be the second SSN shown in the shared
return. The original file will contain the original or copy of the shared modified return. The initial original separate return and a copy of the separate secondary return must be attached. The secondary file will include a separate return of the secondary primary. A copy of the shared modified return home
page must be attached. Two reports will be prepared when separate returns are converted into joint returns. Primary file - Preparing the report starting the initial account and included as the settings of the items appearing on a separate secondary return. At the end of the examination, the examiner will
request an agreement covering the proposed changes. If there is no shortage of growth, normal revision procedures apply. Secondary file - Prepare a second report to set all taxes and penalties previously assessed in the secondary account to zero. Primary and secondary files must be closed to CCP in
the form of a file together. Prepare Form 5344 for each file and include the secondary taxpayer name on Form 5344 for the initial file. Prepare Form 3198, to be transferred with the file, and include the following comments: returning separate(s) conversions to subscribers, adding secondary taxpayers to
the primary account, indicating that any estimated tax payments are transferred from the secondary account to the primary account, and indicating whether the tax has been paid or not. A report involving adjustments to investment credits (including the reinstating of investment credit) should include
calculations showing the correct investment credit. The IRC defines 46 credits that are considered investment credits. Form 3468, investment credit, may be used to demonstrate corrected investment credit calculations. The IRC 38 limits the amount of public business credits (including investment credits)
that may be used each year. Form 3800, public business credit, may be used to demonstrate investment credit limits when taxpayers are eligible for more than one type of public business credit. Report Clearly indicates the amount and year of origin of any adjustments to the investment carrying credit or
carrying. IRC 50 (c) needs to reclaim all or part of the investment credit in the case of an early stance of the property that generates credit. Form 4255, reclaiming investment credit, may be used to represent tax calculations due to the reinstating of the investment credit. When an audit leads to self-
employment tax adjustments, information is sent electronically to the Social Security Administration via Form 5344. View IRM 4.4.29.2, self-employed earnings settings. Includes the following information as applicable in Form 5344: (see IRM 4.4.29.2.1.1, reference code changes to self-employment/tax
income): reference number 878: net increase or decrease to primary taxpayer self-employment income. Reference No. 879: Net increase or decrease to secondary taxpayer self-employed income. For the tax years of 1990 and after that, enter the adjustments to self-employment income multiplied by
.9235. The net increase or decrease to the self-employed tax reference number is 889. Changes to both primary and secondary self-employment taxes should be combined for an adjustment to reference number 889. The employer must gross the declared employee payment by taking the IRC 3101 tax
rate; Separate adjustments must be made for the Social Security sector and medicare section of the self-employed tax. For the maximum amount of combined wages and self-employed income subject to Social Security taxes for a period, look at Pub 334, a tax guide for small business. There are no
restrictions on self-employed wages and income subject to medicare taxes. If it is discovered during the examination that the tip's income has not been reported to the employer by the employee, the FICA tax may have to be adjusted. See IRM 4.4.29.3, group methods for adjustments to tip earnings, and
IRM 4.23.10.18, procedures for regulating employee taxes on tip income are not reported to the employer. When examining results in adjusting to employee contributions from the FICA tax, the examiner must follow irm 4.23.10.17, general procedures for regulating employee contributions from
FICA/RRTA taxes including additional Medicare tax (AdMT). The person who employs domestic workers reports annual employment tax payments in plan H, household employment tax, which is connected to Form 1040, Form 1040-NR, or Form 1040-SS. If a person is not required to file an income tax
return (e.g., because the income below is the amount that requires the person to file), plan H may be filed on its own. Using Schedule H to report and collect these taxes does not change the nature of the tax. Changes are employment tax. Changes cannot be included in the income tax report. Changes
must be made in an employment tax report (see (4) below). Changes are not subject to deficiency procedures and should not be included in the shortage notice. No part of the employment tax reported in Plan H is ever available for reimbursement based on changes to taxpayer income tax liability. For the
purposes of plan H the employer is this: taxpayers who apply for the EIN, which is required. For a common return, only one taxpayer can be an employer, and this will be the wife who earned the EIN. Adjustments to Schedule H require preparation of Form 4667, examination changes - federal
unemployment tax; Form 4668 reports employment tax examination changes; and Form 2504, agreed to evaluate and collect additional taxes and accept excessive assessments. Adjustments on Form 4668 should be made into the fourth quarter. When the H app settings are done, Form 3198 must be
connected to the item file. Other instructions section should include: Schedule H adjustment — Forms 4667, 4668 and 2504 enclosed for primary or secondary taxpayers (whichever applies). For common filers, it is vital that primary/secondary designations are made to allow for the exact completion of
Form 5344. As with any other employment tax changes involving wages, correction or subtle W–2 should be safe if necessary. For more information, look at IRM 4.23.10.10.5, household employment tax. The engineer's memo report, Form 3213 — is used as a report transfer for the engineer's report on
non-LB&I cases. The Problem Management System (IMS) is used to transmit reports about LB&amp;I cases. For more information on the contents of the engineer's report, see IRM 4.48.1, Engineering Program Overview. Form 4665 will note that an engineer was part of the case and whether the
engineer's findings have been accepted or not. Once accepted, the engineer's findings will be included in the examiner's report. Work images related to the engineering report on SB/SE cases should be included in the file. International Examiner's Report, Form 3963 — is used as a report transfer for
international examiner's report on SB/SE and LB&amp;I cases. Form 3963 provides administrative information, compliance review information, intended but unchanged issues, and Form 886–A, etc. For more information on preparing Form 3963, see IRM 4.60.9, international examiner's report. Form 4665
mentions will be internationally involved in the case and whether the findings of the international examiner have been accepted or not. Once accepted, the international examiner's explanation of the items will be included in the examiner's report. Work images related to the international examiner's report
should be placed in the file. IRC 6404(g) Interest if, as a result of the examination, the IRS fails to timely provide individual taxpayers sufficient notice of responsibility and the basis of responsibility. The IRS has 36 months (or 18 months in certain cases) returned from due date or return date filed
(according to renewal), whichever later, informs taxpayers of additional liability without suspension of interest. SEE IRM 20.2.7.8, IRC 6404 (g) INTEREST SUSPENSION, TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NOTIFICATION PERIOD, INTEREST SUSPENSION PERIOD, AND THE EFFECT OF MODIFIED
RETURNS. A notice provided within the prescribed period of time prevents interest suspension if the notice adequately states the extent of responsibility and the basis of liability. IRM 20.2.7.8.5, IRC 6404 (g) notice, for adequate notification requirements and see the effect of multiple notifications. SEE
IRM 4.31.6.3.6.3, SECTION IRC 6404 (G), INTEREST SUSPENSIONS AND SPECIFIC PENALTIES, FOR NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS OF A PASSING ENTITY. IRC 6404 (g) notice date shall be noted in a copy of the notice preserved in the case file. When the
interest suspension of 6404(g) applies, the examiner must include a statement in the other information section of the examination report using the same language as the following: if there is an IRC 6404(g) notice date, it includes the following - IRC 6404(g), and a notice is provided on (the date). If there is
more than one IRC 6404 (g) notification date, defined by IRM 20.2.7.8.5.1, multiple IRC 6404 (g) notifications, any notification date and part of the responsibility attributable to each notification date will be recorded in the other information section of the examination report and shall include the language
below -IRC 6404 (g) and there is a different XX notification date. The first notice was provided on (date) for $(amount of liability); A second warning was provided on (date) etc. In each individual case by setting responsibility, the examiner must show on page two of Form 3198, IRC 6404 (g) is not
applicable or enter the notification date(s) and the amount of responsibility applicable. If there is more than one IRC 6404 (g) notice date, note in Form 3198 that limited interest applies according to IRC 6404 (g), and to see other information section of the examination report. For more information, look at
IRM 20.2.7, debt interest cuts and suspensions. There are generally two types of changes that may be made as a result of transactions related to the Individual Pension Arrangement (IRA) or the eligible pension scheme during the review: income adjustment, and taxes arising from complying with IRA
rules. Adjustments to income: Adjustments to income, such as taxpayer deductions for IRA contributions or the inclusion of premature distributions in income, will be reflected in the settings line to earnings on Form 4549. Tax resulting from no With IRA rules: taxes, such as IRC 72 (t), taxes on primary
distributions and IRC 4973, IRC 4974, and IRC 4980A, taxes for surplus assistance, gatherings, and distributions, are reflected in line plus other taxes form 4549 as an addition to amended tax liability. The type of tax will be identified in the Other Information section. A lead sheet must be attached to show
tax calculations. In cases of common returns, the spouse to which the tax is concerned must be identified on the lead sheets. If the case applies to both spouses, the amount of tax applicable to each spouse will be identified. These taxes are typically reported on Form 5329, additional taxes on eligible
schemes (including IRAs) and other tax-interest accounts. IRM 21.6.5.4.2, individual pension arrangement (IRA) taxes, tax lists that may be assessed on IRAs and eligible retirement plans if taxpayers do not comply with the rules governing IRAs. It should be noted whether taxation is an income or a
consumption tax, as this will affect the preparation of reports and statutes of limitations. If consent to the renewal of the statute of limitations is being prepared and consumption tax due to the IRA may be assessed, complete the Tax Type line on the consent form, with the insertion of the Income and
Chapter 43 (Excise) tax.The Consumption Tax Statute should also be extended in addition to the Income Tax Statute if there is a possibility of a consumption tax assessment. Separate forms 3244-A, paying vouchers, must be prepared for any type of tax, taxpayer, and tax period. Therefore, separate
forms 3244-A must be completed if the prepayance is received in a shortfall which: includes both income and consumption tax, or attributable to both spouses on a joint return to set up an IRA/eligible pension scheme. The MFT block will mention MFT 29 and the block statements noted the IRA-MFT 29 if
the tax is excise. A check may be accepted for payments that are both income-related and consumption tax. 5344 separate forms are required for processing: each person has an IRA/eligible retirement plan adjustments, and income tax adjustments. If common returns are being reviewed and both IRAs
are eligible spouses/pension schemes in addition to other adjusted income tax adjustments, three 5344 forms will be required - one is to adjust income tax and one is for each spouse's IRA settings. Entries in Form 5344 for the IRA/Eligible Pension Plan Settings are generally the same as those required
for income tax adjustments, except for no input on items 18 to 40. Refer to IRM 4.4.14, individual retirement account (IRA), education savings accounts and medical savings account settings, for instructions on completing input on Form 5344. Files containing IRA/eligible pension plan settings will be
identified in Form 3198, by checking Other block guidelines features, followed by the regulation of the IRA, the type of tax (as meaning, 6%, 50%, etc.), the amount of tax attributable to any type of tax and the identification of the SSN from account to adjustment. Any taxpayer is required by law and
regulation to keep records with sufficient details to prepare a suitable return. This may require the maintenance of such permanent books from accounts and records sufficient to create gross income amounts, deductions, credits, or other issues to be shown in taxpayer returns. See Treas. Reg. 1.6001–1.
Taxpayers who keep automatic records can enter into a record keeping contract with the district manager. This agreement limits preserved records to those identified specifically as required to carry out audit procedures. Inadequate records place taxpayers on notice that their recording practices are
deficient and must be improved to meet the requirements of the law. Issuing an inadequate records notice may lead to a follow-up review and is a means of enforcing taxpayer compliance with regulatory requirements to keep adequate records and properly report tax liabilities. The determination that a
taxpayer has not kept enough books or records, or has not matched the record-keeping agreement, is a matter of judgment and should be based on the facts of the individual case. Factors that need to be considered include, but are limited to: an alternative or indirect method used to stabilize gross
income amounts, deductions, credits, or other issues shown in taxpayer returns due to insufficient taxpayer records, previous precedents and current degrees of non-adherence, signs of intent or evidence of refusal to keep adequate books and records, the possibility that inadequacy in the record leads to
significant reporting of tax liabilities, or other evidence of damage to the government. The following section addresses review procedures for handling inadequate records issues. All the time, the examiner must be charged with the case in order to develop inadequate records issues. The examiner should
avoid criticizing the work of employees, accountants or taxpayer lawyers in a way that suggests criminality or negligence. Examiners should focus on explaining how taxpayer books and records are inadequate and what steps should be taken to comply with applicable statutes. Examiners must document:
the nature of the incompetence of taxpayer records, the discussions of the examiner/the group manager, and the basis of the conclusions. If a examiner determines that taxpayers do not substantially comply with the law and regulations to keep adequate books and records or to register retention
agreements, the examiner should discuss incompetence with the group's director during If insufficient records notice should be issued. If the file includes a record-keeping contract, a computer audit specialist should be contacted. Overall, Letter 979, an inadequate record warning, requested a follow-up
statement of corrective action from taxpayers within 6 months, will be used to notify the taxpayer. If the taxpayer is in racquet classification, engaged in illegal activities, or by urging disregard for the law, examiner Form 2807, agreed to keep enough books of accounts and records, and letter 978, notifying
insufficient records, which included detailed records descriptions required and penalties for failing to keep records ready. The call identified in letter 978 or letter 979 shall be the person in the PSP responsible for monitoring taxpayer compliance in the future. Form 2807, or narrative letter 979, should
include: the taxpayer's history was informed in a span that records were inadequate or not in compliance with the record-keeping contract, tax year(s) review, clear and succinizable statement specifying how insufficient taxpayer records are or not in compliance with the record-keeping contract. Form 2807
must specify the books and records that will be kept. Form 2807 and Letter 978 (or Letter 979) are approved and signed by the group administrator. Insufficient records notices must be personally served by examiners or sent through certified ones. The examiner will complete the service record of 978 and
letter 979 at the time of delivery or before sending the certificate. The service record must also be completed on all preserved versions. If sent through a certified form the return receipt of the service record and will be attached to copy 978 or letter 979 preserved in the file. If form 2807 has been made,
letter 978 must be held 15 days to give taxpayers a chance to implement Form 2807. Section 3201(d) of RRA 98 requires that whenever practicable, any notice relating to the joint return is sent separately to each person filling the joint return. Congress believed that sending separate notices would lead to
a submission to a spouse who had moved in. View IRM 4.10.1.2.2.1, separate notice requirements, for detailed procedures. When a notice is addressed to a company, it shall be handed over to an officer authorized to sign tax returns and preferably to the officer who signed the return under investigation.
As for the partnership, the notice will be addressed to all partners and will show the name in which the partnership is doing business. The original notice will be handed over to a partner who has signed a return or, if not possible, to a partner who takes an active role in the business. Will be a copy of the
notice, including personal service history or postal receipts by registered or certified to all other partners. Receipts from these mailings will be associated with a copy of the warning preserved in the file. Income officers must deliver letter 979 or letter 978 and Form 2807, at the closing conference if
possible. Otherwise, send through certified. Where Form 2807 is required, taxpayers are given the opportunity to implement the agreement and specify the books and records that will be preserved. Tax compliance officers/tax auditors must give the taxpayer letter 979 or letter 978 and Form 2807 in a
subsequent appointment if possible. Otherwise, send through certified. Where Form 2807 is required, taxpayers are given the opportunity to implement the agreement and specify the books and records that will be preserved. In a joint investigation, the criminal investigator will determine the appropriate
time to inform taxpayers of the incompetence of records and the issuance of notification letters. The criminal investigator is also responsible for delivering an inadequate records notice. Letter 978 and Letter 979 serve as informing taxpayers that their records are inadequate and implementation of Form
2807 is not required to close the case. Whether or not taxpayers signed Form 2807 will be noted in letter 978. If taxpayers do not implement Form 2807 and the case is unseconded, taxpayers will be informed of the opportunity to discuss the issue at an appellate conference. An appellate conference is not
given to taxpayers who agree to the proposed amendments but do not implement Form 2807. The exact form examiner 5346 is prepared after instructions on the back of the form. The other section must stipulate that the documentation package for a record warning is inadequate. The package must
include: copies of related work images, copies of the audit report, copy of letter 978 or letter 979, original form 2807, if applicable. A copy of the completed form 5346 should be included in work images with other subject documentation. The original form 5346 and the documents shall be submitted to the
PSP for suspension and follow-up action. Follow-up examinations will be carried out if appropriate. These exams should begin with enough time to complete within established audit cycles. The case should consider the issue of inadequate document registration and the government as to whether
taxpayers have corrected incompetence in recording practices. If the examiner concludes that the taxpayer substantially complies with the requirements to keep adequate records, inadequate records informing the information should be included in the case file when the examination is closed. If the
examiner concludes that the taxpayer does not substantially comply with the requirements to keep sufficient records, then consider the extra Measures such as the statement of penalties are guaranteed. In addition to preparing all the necessary reports to document the findings of the audit and organize
the contents of the file, the examiner also has other critical file closure requirements. Completing Form 5344 is required before closing a requirement. The use of Form 5344 is required in RGS. Entries required for examiners are specified in IRM 4.4.12, reviewed closings, reviewed claims, and partial
assessments. Since the grading of files is the responsibility of the group manager (but an entry in this field is required for an agent to bring forward a file), examiners must enter their grade unless they have an order to enter another score by their group manager. Group managers are also required to
check this entry on Form 5344 before closing the case to ensure accuracy. EOAD was designed to provide data that allowed tracking examination settings based on the issue. This data will be used to increase the ability to identify specific areas of non-complicity based on the results of the examination
and to track the effectiveness of the examination classification process. Recording EOAD data is mandatory for all individual, corporate, S Corporation, and partnership returns. EOAD data must be entered for all issues under review, both regulated and non-regulated. Data recording for EOAD must be
done just before closing the item (after completing the examination report and auto-5344). View IRM 4.10.16, check operational automation database (EOAD), for detailed instructions. Effective March 1, 2006, CCP creates uniform instructions for file folder color. Examination groups must use the color of
the following file folder when closing items to the processing file: Red – item with statute date expires within 180 days. Yellow – Headquarters approves use only. The purpose of the use will periodically change as temporary guidance is issued and posted to the Orange Temporary Guidance website - IRS
Employee Audit Lavender - NRP Form 1040 Plum - NRP Form 1120S Blue Clear - Claims (this includes innocent spouse; injured spouse; and any other type of claims). The type of claim should be noted in Form 3198. RGS is designed to be used by examinations or other users who select, review,
control, process or monitor income tax items. The system enhances the performance of the work process by automation of several activities such as tax calculations, penalty calculations, interest calculations, file documentation, time report, IDRS interface, work image preparation, statute date protection
(normal and TEFRA), letter preparation, inventory control, management report preparation, file recovery (both open and closed), problem tracking, as well as many other functions. For additional tips look at IRM 4.10.15, Report Production Software (RGS). The realized benefits of using RGS are: detailed
and consistent taxes and Calculations and recalculations, calculations of legal settings that flow to reports, timely reports that can be submitted to taxpayers immediately or after managerial approval, preparation and validation of Form 5344, consistent formatting, identification, and adjustment of work
images, passive flow of data to correspondence and forms, and passive data collection by converting related and rolling out programs such as EOAD. To close a silent item from RGS, RGS group codes require input. RGS group codes can be found in the Staff Group contact code with Excel, ® file on the
AIMS/ERCS website. RGS offers standard explanations automatically for legal settings. In addition, RGS provides nationally verified standard descriptions and the user has an opportunity to customize standard paragraphs. The number of customized standard descriptions should be limited because the
national standard description has been approved by the senior advisor. IRM 25.2.2, Whistleblower Awards, and IRM 25.2.1, General Operating Division Guidance for Working Whistleblower Claims, provide guidance regarding receiving, evaluating and processing informant claims for rewards. These
IRMs should be consulted to properly process the informant's claims. View IRM 4.11.57.4.3.6, confidential informant, for third-party contact rules applicable to informants. View IRM 4.11.57.6.5, Contact informant, and IRM 25.27.1.3.5, revenge notification method, for more information on informant contact.
Often, informants may need to call again for the purpose of case development. It is recommended that examiners consult with their group manager before contacting the informant again. When an examination involves an informant's claim, an AIMS N Freeze should be used to ensure that the results are
communicated to the Informant Claims Examiner (ICE). Sources for informant claims for bonuses: IRC 7623- Low-pay detection fees and fraud, etc.; Treas. Reg. 301.7623-1 - Rewards for Information on Internal Revenue Violations, IRM 1.2.1.5.15 - Policy Statement 4-36 - Identities of other state agency
informants must be protected, IRM 1.2.1.5.12-Policy Statement 4-27 (formerly P -4-86) - Bonus determined by the value of furnished information and calculations and bonus payments, IRM 1.2.2.10.10 - Order Board 9-10 (formerly DO-16. Rev 16 - License to approve confidential expenses, remote control
1.2.2.14.7 -- Order Board 25–7 (Rev 3) - Authority to determine under IRC 7623, IRM 1.2.2.14.12 - Board Order 25–12 (Rev 1) - Third Party Contact Risk or Determination of Revenge, IRM 25.2.1-Steering Public Operations Division for Whistle-Blower Claims Work, IRM 25.2.2 - Whistle-Blower Awards,
IRM 4.11.57 - Third-Party Calls, IRM 25.27.1 - Third-Party Call App, RRA'98 Section 3503 - Third-Party Call App Disclosure, RRA'98 Section 3503 - Disclosure To choose an exam, informants' communications are confidential. The existence of an informant's communications should not be revealed to the
taxpayer. All informant claims, reports, and information must be transferred from office to office in confidential envelopes of two sealed seals specified only to be opened by Addressee and kept in locked file cabinets. The informant's name is not supposed to be used in the examiner's report, work images
or Form 4665. Every effort must be made to take any mention of the fact that the case involves an informant, out of work images. Before the file is removed from the office, remove all information about the informant or informant information from the file until the examination is carried out. Taxpayers may
inquire about why his return had been chosen to investigate. Pub 1 has been revised and includes a statement describing criteria and public procedures for selecting taxpayers to review. The service is not required to disclose the basis for selecting specific taxpayers to investigate. In general, it is the
service's practice to respond if the source of the examination is random, DIF produced (without explaining the scoring process), or if it is generated from a public source (for example, public media reports). However, if the source of the examination is an informant, the service is not obliged nor will it be
appropriate, there is the disclosure of an informant. The examiner and the director of his group should consult the whistleblower when asking for an answer to the return of choice for informant files. See the Contacts Disclosure Office web page. If the allocated return includes Form 211, the award request
for the original information, and/or Form 3949, referencing the information report, determine whether the return should be accepted as filed. Returns may be checked. Normal survey methods using form 1900 should be followed. Form 11369, a confidential assessment report on claims for referral, shall be
completed in all cases that contain Form 211 claims. This includes cases closed by surveys. View IRM 25.2.1.5.5.2, Form 11369 for reviewed claims. Seal all information about the informed claims and all the forms mentioned above in the confidential envelope. Remove all references to Form 211 claims
from the file. Note in Form 3198 Informant Claim for Rewards, route to __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ At the end of the examination, the examiner must prepare two files: a
full case file for regular processing via CCP, and a partial file for processing the reward claims shipped to the Campus/Compliance Center by the Informant Claims Examiner (ICE). The bonus claim file must contain the following documentation: Form 11369; Review, and/or secure returns prepared by the
taxpayer; copies of the examination report; special agent evaluation report (if applicable) Annex Form 3949; copies of activity records; versions of Form 4318; any other information that ICE may assist in processing bonus claims. The bonus claim note, along with the entire case, must be approved by the
group administrator. All of the above will be included in a confidential envelope specified by ICE Copy and included in the file when closing the file. Annotate Form 3198 with the following instructions: Informant's Claim Case. The designated area checker (currently a PSP function) reviewed Form 11369 to
determine the bonus and signed Form 11369 in addition to the PSP Manager. The reward claim file will then be sent to the ICE campus, which will release Ice N. All informants claim the N ice cases are about and cannot be closed out of the area until N ice is removed. This section provides procedures for
deceased taxpayers. The procedures of the deceased taxpayer must be followed when a taxpayer has died, whether death occurred before or after the return filing. Resources for deceased taxpayers: IRM 4.4.3.7, Refunds to other taxpayers, IRM 4.10.9.8, Special situations requiring documented
evidence, Pub 3920, Tax relief for victims of terrorist attacks. If there is an engagement relationship, the case must include the letters of the certificate and Form 56, the attention on the engagement relationship, which is to be connected to the return. In the case of a deceptive, if there is a nomination
relationship, reports and correspondence must include the name of the current director or other appropriate representative. Correspondence and reports will also be sent to the engagement address. When forensic evidence of death is obtained, correspondence and examination reports must be paid as
indicated below. For common returns: For single/separate returns: Joint return agreements - must be signed by the surviving spouse and executor or the deceased taxpayer property manager. If no executor has been appointed, the surviving spouse has signs for himself and for the cheater (such as: John
Doe, deceased, by Mary Doe, the surviving wife. If the surviving spouse receives all deceptive assets and the property is closed, Form 2045, the Transitional Agreement, and Form 870 in special language will require requests to view IRM 4.11.52, transitional liability cases. To IRM 25.6.22.6.1.4,
Decedents, when preparing consent for a hoax. If a deceptive intestate death and no executor or manager is appointed, no consent may be signed for the deceptive or property extension assessment period for income tax. Similarly, after the discharge of the executor or manager, a consent cannot be
executed. Rev. Rul. 83–41, 1983–1 C.B. 349, illuminated and reinforced by Rev. Rul. 84–165, 1984–2 C.B. 305. The heir responsible under IRC 6901 as a transfere may sign consent for your responsibility. The surviving spouse generally has no authority to sign consent on behalf of the deceased's wife.
Properties are generally considered a successor in deceptive favor under state law and are considered a viable successor to the benefit, executor or property manager, the right party to enforce consent. If necessary, a legal notice of deficiency must be issued. When a refund is to be issued to someone
other than the taxpayer who was taxed in his name, documented evidence must be presented to allow a refund. This includes (but is limited to) deceased taxpayers, trustees, properties, guardians, minors, disbanded companies, reorganization, and bankruptcy filings. IRM 4.4.3.7, refunds to other
taxpayers, and its subsequent sections will see guidance on determining what evidence is needed. In addition, Form 1310, a statement of the person claiming reimbursement according to the deceased taxpayer, should be secured if an excessive assessment on the joint return is recommended and one
of the taxpayers died from a return filed. IRC 692 (D) provides relief for federal income tax liabilities from decedents who died as a result of some terrorist attacks. IRC 692(d) includes victims: the Oklahoma City attack - for 1994 and later up to and including the year of death. 9/11 attack - for 2000 and
later. Anthrax attacks - for 2000 and later. Any astronaut who dies on the line of duty occurs after 12/31/02. See IRM 21.7.4.4.1.13, victims of the Terrorism Tax Relief Act of 2001 - tax forgiveness, for additional information. The minimum relief rate of $10,000 per IRC is 692(d)(2). The 2003 law did not
amend the minimum profit. If the total taxes paid for all eligible years are less than the minimum difference as taxes paid for the last deceptive tax year and will be repaid as if the amount had actually been paid. IRC 692(d)(3) stipulates what income is not subject to terrorist relief regulations. For example,



deferred compensation that would have been payable if death had occurred because of an event other than attacks. For more information see Rev. Proc. 2004–26, 2004–19 I.R.B. 890. Proof of death - death certificate or Form 1300, casualty report, issued by the Department of Defense. Form 1310
unless any of the following applies: The spouse is filing the original or amended return by deception, or the personal representative filing the original form 1040 or Form 1040NR for deception and a court certificate showing the appointment is attached to the return. Note in Form 3198 that the item contains
a deception and any renaming or address. To write the non-TEFRA report, see: IRM 4.31.5, Investor Level Statute Control Tests (ILSC) - Field Administrative Procedures of Non-TEFRA Methods, Statutes and Penalties, Assistance A job located to write tefra reports, refers to: IRM 4.31.2, TEFRA Exams -
TEFRA Website Field Office Methods on Please click here to describe the text of the image. Please click here to describe the text of the image. Please click here to describe the text of the image. Please click here to describe the text of the image. Please click here to describe the text of the image. Please
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